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Foreword

The purpose of this study is to explore the role of management systems in the context of trust-
worthy AI. 

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1, the ISO/IEC working group which deals with Foundational Standards 
on AI, is developing a standard for AI management systems (AIMS), that is supposed to support 
organizations	in	defining	strategies,	objectives	and technical-organizational	measures for	the	trust-
worthy use of AI systems. AIMS is in its initial stage of development and currently has the status of 
a working draft (AIMS Draft).This study compares the AIMS Draft against the requirements for AI 
of the European High Level Expert Group on AI, the proposed EU regulation on AI, and the AIC4 
catalog	of	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Information	Security. 

It	should	be	noted	that	Fraunhofer	IAIS	is	a	member	of	DIN	NA-043-01-42	AA	–	Künstliche	
Intelligenz, the German national mirror committee of SC 42. Moreover, it should be noted 
that the AIMS Draft, in its current stage, is not publicly available, however, an overview as 
well	as	an	introduction	to	major	aspects	will	be	given	in	this	study.

This study is sponsored by Microsoft.
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Executive Summary

1	 	In	its	development	process,	an	international	standard	goes	through	various	stages:	Preliminary	Work	Item	(PWI),	New	Work	Item	Proposal	(NP),	Working	Draft(s)	

(WD), Committee Draft(s) (CD), Draft International Standard (DIS), Enquiry Draft (ED), Final Draft International Standard (FDIS), International Standard (published 

document). For more information on the different stages, see also Chapter 2 of [ISO/IEC, 2021]. 

2  It should be noted that the AIMS Draft is not publicly available in its current stage and that Fraunhofer IAIS has access to the document as a member of the 

German national mirror committee of this standard under development. However, an overview of the content of the AIMS Draft is given in Section 2.2 and 

aspects that are relevant for the comparison are presented in the tables in Section 2.3. 

Artificial	Intelligence	(AI)	technologies	have	a	crucial	impact	
on the economy and society and bear the potential for further 
rele vant progress. Given the operational risks resulting from 
the processing of large amounts of data, on which Machine 
Learning (ML) technologies, in particular, are based, as well 
as the building of societal trust in this regard, a lot of organi-
zations are currently working on establishing requirements or 
corporate goals regarding trustworthy AI.  Moreover, world-
wide accepted standards for the development and application 
of AI technologies in commercial and industrial settings are 
needed, as they represent an important step towards the safe 
and interoperable use of AI. In addition to industry, regulatory 
bodies have also turned their attention to AI technologies. 
In particular, the European Commission has recently set a 
milestone by publishing a proposal for AI regulation. Once 
in place, the regulation might have an effect comparable to 
the European General Data Protection Regulation that has an 
impact outside Europe.

For organizations using AI, the goal to be responsible, trust-
worthy, and compliant with (upcoming) regulation, should be 
significantly	reflected	in	their	governance,	risk,	and	compli-
ance (GRC) strategy. In general, management systems are a 
well-established means for structuring and managing activities 
within an organization to reach its goals. In particular, an 
appro priately designed management system can help organi-
zations	address	the	specific	risks	and	new	challenges	inherent	
in AI technologies in a structured manner. In order to gener-
ate  evidence of their responsibility and accountability at the 
management level, organizations often consult management 
system standards that capture worldwide accepted best prac-
tices.	Currently,	ISO/IEC	JTC	1/SC	42/WG	1,	the	joint	working	
group of the International Standardization Organization (ISO) 
and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) that 
deals with foundational standards for AI, is developing an 
international standard for AI Management System (AIMS). 
AIMS is in its initial stage of development and, to date, has the 
status of a Working Draft1 (AIMS Draft).

The purpose of this study is to explore the role of management 
systems in the context of trustworthy AI and to investigate the 
extent to which the AIMS Draft is suitable for supporting com-
panies in establishing GRC strategies that allow them to develop 
and use AI technologies in a trustworthy way. For this purpose, 
we compare the AIMS Draft with several relevant documents 
that provide requirements and recommendations for upcoming 
regulations and standards2.	More	specifically,	we	consider:

the recommendations for trustworthy AI from the High- 
Level	Expert	Group	on	AI	(HLEG)	in	their	“Assessment	List	
for Trustworthy AI” (ALTAI),
the requirements in the proposed regulation on AI by the 
European Commission (EC),
and the criteria in the AIC4 catalog of the German Federal 
Office	for	Information	Security	(BSI),	which	extends	the	
existing BSI C5 catalog for safe cloud-based services for AI 
services running in cloud environments.

A detailed summary of the recommendations and require-
ments of the three documents mentioned above is given in 
Chapter 1.1. It turns out, that all of them address similar 
technical AI-related issues, such as robustness, fairness, or 
transparency. Also, all of them take the special role of data as 
the basis for machine learning into account, from which they 
derive requirements on data quality, privacy protection, data 
governance, and risk monitoring after the deployment of AI 
systems. However, the terminology is not always consistent 
among	the	different	documents,	nor	are	there	precise	defi-
nitions everywhere. Later on, the AIMS Draft is compared 
against the documents mentioned above. 

When establishing and evaluating the trustworthiness of AI 
technologies, it becomes clear that two different perspectives 
must be considered, which, furthermore, often interleave when 
it	comes	to	controlling	risks:	First,	the	produced	or	marketed	AI	
system should be of high (technical) quality and should, depend-
ing on the use case, satisfy certain product properties that, for 
example, contribute to the mitigation of risks. In this study, we 
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refer to the consideration of system properties as well as the 
consideration of risks resulting from the functioning of the AI 
system	as	the	“product	perspective”.	Similarly,	requirements	
concerning	the	aspects	noted	above	are	denoted	“product-	
related requirements”. Second, the organization that develops, 
provides, or uses AI technologies should create an environment 
in which it is possible, and also ensure that the technical, as 
well as non-technical, requirements for the responsible use 
of AI are met. Therefore, roles, responsi bilities, and processes 
within	an	organization	need	to	be	defined,	established,	and	
managed accordingly. In the following, we refer to the consider-
ation	of	these	aspects	as	the	“organizational	perspective”.	The	
interplay between product and organizational perspective, as 
well	as	challenges	associated	with	them,	are	briefly	sketched	in	
Section 1.2. Moreover, these perspectives are taken up, in more 
concrete form, in Chapter 3, where possible approaches to 
certification	are	discussed.

Chapter 2, the main part of this study, presents a detailed 
comparison of the requirements and recommendations of 
the AIMS Draft with those from the HLEG (Assessment List 
for Trustworthy AI), the European Commission (Proposal for 
AI	Regulation),	and	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Informa-
tion Security (AIC4 catalog). The chapter starts with a gen-
eral introduction to management systems (see Section 2.1) 
 followed by an introduction to the AIMS Draft in particular (see 
Section 2.2). For the subsequent comparison, we distinguish 
between requirements and recommendations regarding organi-
zational processes (see Section 2.3.1) and guidance regarding 
technical properties of AI systems that should be considered 
within these organizational processes (Section 2.3.2). 

For the technical requirements (see Section 2.3.2), the struc-
ture of the comparison is aligned with the framework for 
trustworthy AI presented in the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog 
for trustworthy AI. From the comparison, we conclude that 
the AIMS Draft asks organizations to establish processes that 
take care of the product-related requirements formulated by 
the HLEG, the EC, and the BSI. However, it should be noted 
that in the AIMS Draft technical aspects are only addressed 
by	“controls”,	i.e.,	recommendations,	that	are	listed	in	its	
annex.	It	will	be	up	to	regulatory	and	certification	bodies	to	
transform	these	controls	into	certification	schemes	–	see	also	
the related discussion in Section 3.2.1. All in all, we consider 
the	AIMS	Draft	sufficient	to	cover	the	technical	dimensions	of	
trustworthy AI in the sense mentioned above, while leaving 
sufficient	flexibility	to	organizations	regarding	the	choice	and	
implementation of their AI management system. 

Regarding the requirements and recommendations for orga-
nizational processes (see Section 2.3.1), we come to a similar 
overall conclusion as in Section 2.3.2. We also see differenc-
es in terminology here, in particular concerning the notion of 
risk. While the proposed regulation on AI clearly sees risk in 

the context of safety, health, and fundamental rights of per-
sons,	the	definition	of	risk	in	the	AIMS	Draft	is	more	general	
and allows focus on potential positive or negative effects on 
the organization itself. Apart from following a very general 
definition	of	risk,	the	AIMS	Draft	requests	organizations	to	
carry out impact assessments that should explicitly consider 
risks for external stakeholders, for example, the risk that 
the user of an AI system could be discriminated against by a 
decision of the AI system. Hereby, it is left open whether the 
impact assessment is carried out as part of the risk assess-
ment or separately. This is an example where we see that the 
proposed regulation on AI and the AIMS Draft address similar 
issues, but they use different terminologies (risk vs. impact) 
for	it.	As	a	side	remark,	the	“impact	assessment”	also	dif-
ferentiates the AIMS Draft from other management system 
standards, making clear that such standards would not be 
sufficient	to	demonstrate	compliance	with	the	proposed	
regulation on AI. We see that the requirements and controls 
of the AIMS Draft cover a large part of what is demanded in 
the proposed regulation on AI, with the notable exception 
that the European Commission requires the establishment 
of	a	“Quality	Management	System”	–	see	the	discussion	in	
Chapter 4 for more details.

The four documents in the focus of this study can be the basis 
for	certification,	but	certification	schemes	still	need	to	be	
developed. Such schemes are intended to describe, among 
other things, by whom, under which conditions and according 
to which procedure a system is audited and, if successful, certi-
fied.	Chapter 3 discusses the various steps to be taken towards 
certification.	Section 3.2.1	sketches	the	way	towards	certifi-
cation of AI management systems based on the AIMS Draft. 
Clearly,	the	AIMS	Draft	paves	the	way	towards	certification	
using	the	established	procedures	for	certification	of	manage-
ment systems that regulate the interplay between accreditation 
bodies,	certification	bodies,	and	applicants	for	certification.	The	
controls	provided	by	the	AIMS	Draft	achieve	a	sufficient	level	
of	granularity	such	that,	for	example,	certification	bodies	can	
derive	suitable	certification	schemes.	Section 3.2.2 addresses 
the	broader	issue	of	achieving	certification	of	AI	systems	them-
selves. Being developed, deployed, and monitored by a com-
pany	that	is	governed	by	a	certified	AI	management	system,	
helps	and	can	be	the	basis	for,	but	is	not	sufficient	for,	assuring	
the trustworthiness of the AI system itself on the product level. 
For this purpose, more detailed requirements and assessment 
procedures on the technical level are needed. As an example, 
the approach described in the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog for 
trustworthy	AI	is	briefly	presented.

Chapter 4 gives an overall summary and concluding remarks. 
We	see	that,	while	the	AIC4	catalog	basically	reflects	the	
HLEG requirements adopted to the domain of cloud-based 
services, the AIMS Draft goes further and, interestingly, 
coincides with the proposed EU regulation on AI in many 
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respects. Both require procedures for risk management – 
with the side note that the AIMS Draft distinguishes between 
risk	and	impact	assessment	–	and	AI-specific	post-market	
monitoring, thus being comprehensive for the life cycle of 
an AI application. Clearly, the proposed EU regulation on AI 
encompasses both process and product-related properties, 
going into more detail than the AIMS Draft regarding the 
latter. However, there is a big overlap regarding the pro-
cess-related requirements, such that conformity with the 
upcoming standard ISO/IEC 42001 (AIMS) will surely support 
companies in complying with the upcoming regulation on 
AI, as well as with the AIC4 criteria catalog. Having said 
that it must be noted that the AIMS Draft formally does not 

describe a quality management system as currently being 
required by the proposed regulation on AI, although the 
AI-specific	requirements	described	by	the	proposed	regu-
lation on AI on such a quality management system would 
be	fulfilled	by	a	management	system	that	complies	with	
the AIMS Draft. A further concluding remark in Chapter 4 
emphasizes the importance of the EU General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR) in the context of AI. Since the 
European Commission aims to harmonize regulations in the 
further implementation of the upcoming regulation on AI, 
conformity with data protection requirements will play an 
important	role	in	the	certification	of	AI	–	this	should	be	made	
very explicit in upcoming management system standards.
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3  For an overview of ethical, legal, and societal challenges see [Floridi, 2016], [Floridi, 2018]. For a review and research questions from a data-driven perspective 

see [Thiebes, 2020].

4  For an overview of AI ethics guidelines by companies, organizations, and states, see [Jobin, 2019].

AI is a key technology that has a crucial impact on economic and 
societal progress. By supporting medical diagnoses, decisions 
on loan approval, and, in prospect, autonomous driving, AI 
plays an increasingly important role in our daily lives and enters 
more and more sensitive domains. However, apart from its huge 
potential, AI yields new risks. Being a data-driven technology, an 
AI system could, for instance, take over data-inherent discrimi-
nation. Further more, the functionality of AI systems could be 
manipulated by poisoned training data. Also, the fact that many 
AI methods are highly non-transparent for humans poses a 
challenge,	for	example	regarding	the	verification	of	what	an	AI	
system has actually learned. For AI systems to be trustworthy, 
it thus must be ensured that such AI-related risks are under 
control. Only when trust in AI is established can its full economic 
and societal potential be realized.

A proven method to build trust in AI is to demonstrate con-
formity	with	recognized	standards,	especially	by	certification.	
The	need	for	standardization	of	AI	was	identified	and	thoroughly	
discussed	in	course	of	the	project	“German	Standardization	
Roadmap	on	AI”	[DIN	e.V.	&	DKE,	2020],	which	was	led	by	the	
German	Institute	for	Standardization	(DIN).	The	authors	of	the	
roadmap point out that existing standards for classic IT applica-
tions like the ISO/IEC 27000 series do not cover the risks inherent 
to	AI	technologies	sufficiently.	Further,	they	state	the	need	for	
certification	schemes	to	put	the	certification	of	AI	into	practice.		

Besides, there has been a long, interdisciplinary debate about 
the	definition	of	appropriate	trustworthiness	requirements	
that	reflect	AI-specific	risks	in	particular.	European	boards	and	
authorities have also addressed this issue in recent years. In 
2019,	the	HLEG	published	its	“Ethics	Guidelines	for	Trustworthy	
AI” [HLEG, 2019b] and, recently, the European  Commission (EC) 
proposed a regulation laying down harmonized rules on AI [EC, 
2021].	On	a	national	level,	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Infor-
mation	Security	(BSI)	published	the	“AI	Cloud	Service	Compli-
ance Criteria Catalogue (AIC4)” [BSI, 2021], which lists require-
ments for the security of AI-based cloud services. Chapter 1.1 
gives an overview of the requirements which are formulated by 

the HLEG, the EC, and the BSI and which provide a potential 
basis	for	standardization	and	certification.

When it comes to implementing and verifying the trustworthi-
ness of AI systems and their operation, it becomes clear that 
two different but often interleaving perspectives must be con-
sidered:	product	and	organizational	perspectives.	Trustworthy	
AI from a product perspective requires that the AI system is 
of	high	technical	quality	and	that	it	satisfies	certain	product	
proper ties that contribute to the mitigation of risks. However, 
the practical implementation of desired system properties, as 
well	as	their	technical	verification,	are	challenging,	especially	
since the concrete requirements strongly depend on the applica-
tion	context	as	well	as	the	specific	AI	technology.	On	the	other	
hand, in order to monitor and maintain the technical features 
of an AI system and to ensure that relevant risks are perma-
nently under control, appropriate structures and activities are 
needed from an organizational perspective. The importance and 
interplay of product and organizational perspectives in realizing 
trustworthy	AI	are	briefly	sketched	in	Section 2.1.

1.1 Requirements for trustworthiness  
 by institutions and authorities

The question as to which criteria should be used to assess 
whether the use of AI can be considered trustworthy and 
how our societal values can be implemented in this future 
technology	has	been	the	subject	of	intensive	research	and	
broad societal debates3.	The	challenge	in	defining	trustwor-
thiness requirements is to capture the risks inherent in AI, 
the measurability of which is not obvious and to formulate 
them	in	a	way	that	their	fulfillment	ensures	those	risks	are	
under	control.	A	lot	of	companies	and	NGOs	have	established	
their own guidelines or corporate goals for trustworthy AI4. 
However,	the	concrete	(quantitative)	criteria	for	a	specific	AI	
system depend on its application context and the implement-
ed AI technology, so the requirements are usually kept at an 
abstract level and need to be further operationalized. 
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In recent years, European boards and authorities, in particu-
lar, have taken a close look at the problem of protecting the 
safety, health, and fundamental rights of persons when using 
AI. In 2019, the High-Level Expert Group on AI (HLEG) pub-
lished	its	“Ethics	Guidelines	for	Trustworthy	AI”	[HLEG,	2019b]	
on behalf of the European Commission (EC). The Ethics Guide-
lines, which formulate seven key requirements for trustworthy 
AI,	are	a	major	reference	point	in	the	debate	on	trustworthy	
AI. Subsequently, the European Commission proposed a 
regulation laying down harmonized rules on AI [EC, 2021]. It 
builds on the guidelines by the HLEG and follows a risk-based 
approach. In particular, the proposed regulation demands that 
‘high-risk’ AI systems undergo a conformity assessment before 
they can enter the European market, where it is up to the stan-
dardization	organizations	to	provide	technical	specifications	
and	to	define	detailed	technical	requirements	and	measures	by	
which conformity can be reached. 

Apart from European bodies, national bodies have also taken the 
first	steps	towards	formulating	initial	requirements	for	the	devel-
opment, deployment, and use of AI. In Germany, the Federal 
Office	for	Information	Security	(BSI)	has	published	the	AI	Cloud	
Service Compliance Criteria Catalogue (AIC4) [BSI, 2021] which 
lists requirements for the security of AI-based cloud services. 

The following subsections give an overview of the requirements, 
which are formulated by the HLEG, the EC, and the BSI in the 
documents mentioned and which provide a potential basis for 
standardization	and	certification.

1.1.1 HLEG requirements

In June 2018, the European Commission set up a group of 
experts to provide advice on its AI Strategy. This High- Level 
Expert	Group	on	Artificial	Intelligence	(HLEG)	comprised	
52 experts,	bringing	together	representatives	from	academia,	
civil society, and industry. In April 2019, this independent 
expert group published ‘Ethics Guidelines on trustworthy AI’ 
[HLEG, 2019b],	followed	by	‘Policy	and	Investment	Recommen-
dations for Trustworthy AI’ [HLEG, 2019a]. The overall work of 
the HLEG has been central for European policymaking initia-
tives and, in particular, for upcoming legislative steps. 

In its Ethics Guidelines, the HLEG introduces four ethical princi-
ples	for	trustworthy	AI	which	are:	“respect	for	human	auto-
nomy”,	“prevention	of	harm”,	“fairness”	and	“explicability”.	
From these, they derive the following seven key requirements 
for	trustworthy	AI:	“human	agency	and	oversight”,	“techni-
cal	robustness	and	safety”,	“privacy	and	data	governance”,	
“transparency”,	“diversity”,	“non-discrimination	and	fairness”,	
“environmental	and	societal	well-being”	and	“accountabili-
ty.” In this regard, the HLEG highlights that the requirements 
depend	on	the	specific	application	and	that	they	need	to	be	

implemented throughout an AI system’s life cycle. It is note-
worthy that the key requirements are formulated in a way that 
leaves wide scope for interpretation because the HLEG does 
not specify to what extent or by which particular measures 
those	requirements	may	be	fulfilled.	Furthermore,	trade-offs	
between the key requirements should be taken into account. 

The Ethics Guidelines contain a preliminary list for self-assess-
ment which is meant as guidance for achieving trustworthy 
AI that meets the seven key requirements. This assessment list 
was	finalized	following	a	period	of	stakeholder	consultation	
comprising,	amongst	others,	fifty	interviews	with	companies.	
The	final	‘Assessment	List	for	Trustworthy	Artificial	Intelligence’	
[HLEG, 2020] (ALTAI) was published in July 2020 and the pre-
sentation of the key requirements in this chapter is oriented to 
the structure of ALTAI. Here it should be noted that the HLEG 
requests that companies conduct a fundamental rights impact 
assessment before their self-assessment regarding the seven 
key requirements. 

1.1.1.1 Human agency and oversight

”AI systems should support human autonomy and deci-
sion-making, as prescribed by the principle of respect for 
human autonomy. This requires that AI systems should both 
act	as	enablers	to	a	democratic,	flourishing,	and	equitable	
 so  ciety by supporting the user’s agency and foster fundamen-
tal rights, and allow for human oversight.” [HLEG, 2019b]

Human agency and autonomy: In	the	first	place,	it	is	requested	
that the use of AI is disclosed to persons who interact with an 
AI system or who use its results. Moreover, the risk that humans 
become over-reliant, disproportionately attached, or addicted to 
an AI system should be mitigated, and the possibility that users 
could be affected in a way that their behavior or decisions are 
illegitimately or maliciously manipulated should be avoided. 

Human oversight: It is requested that AI systems can be over-
seen by humans as appropriate. Human oversight should be 
supported by the AI system itself, for instance by a stop button 
or detection mechanisms. Further, it is requested that humans 
who take over oversight are adequately prepared, for example 
by	specific	training.	

1.1.1.2 Technical robustness and safety

“A	crucial	component	of	achieving	Trustworthy	AI	is	tech-
nical robustness, which is closely linked to the principle of 
prevention of harm. Technical robustness requires that AI 
systems be developed with a preventative approach to risks 
and in a manner such that they reliably behave as intended, 
while mini mizing unintentional and unexpected harm, and 
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preventing unacceptable harm. This should also apply to 
potential changes in their operating environment or the pre-
sence	of	other	agents	(human	and	artificial)	that	may	interact	
with the system in an adversarial manner. In addition, the 
physical and mental in  tegrity of humans should be ensured.” 
[HLEG, 2019b]

Resilience to Attack and Security: In	the	first	place,	it	is	
requested that threats regarding technical and security-related 
issues and their potential impact are understood. Moreover, 
an AI system should be compliant with relevant cybersecurity 
standards,	and	it	should	also	be	resilient	against	AI-specific	
attacks and vulnerabilities such as, for instance, data poisoning. 
The system should be tested accordingly, and the end- users 
should be informed about the given security coverage as well 
as updates.

General Safety: It is requested that risks related to fault or 
misuse of an AI system are continuously assessed and moni-
tored, for instance by evaluating adequate risk metrics. 
Furthermore, fault tolerance should be ensured. If necessary, 
end-users should be informed, and a review of the system’s 
technical robustness and safety may be initiated.

Accuracy: It should be ensured that an AI system operates at 
a	sufficient	level	of	accuracy,	which	should	also	be	monitored	
and communicated to the user. Additionally, the data used in 
the context of the AI system should be relevant, representative, 
and of high quality.

Reliability, Fall-back plans, and Reproducibility: The reliability of 
an AI system should be continuously evaluated with appropri-
ate	verification	and	validation	methods.	Further,	relevant	data	
should	be	documented	and,	if	appropriate,	specific	contexts/
scenarios should be taken into account to ensure reproducibil-
ity. Moreover, fail-safe fallback plans, as well as procedures for 
handling	low	confidence	of	results	and	the	risks	of	continual	
learning, should be established.

1.1.1.3 Privacy and data governance 

”Closely linked to the principle of prevention of harm is pri-
vacy, a fundamental right particularly affected by AI systems. 
Prevention of harm to privacy also necessitates adequate 
data gover nance that covers the quality and integrity of the 
data used, its relevance in light of the domain in which the 
AI systems will be deployed, its access protocols, and the 
capability to process data in a manner that protects privacy.” 
[HLEG, 2019b]

Privacy: The impact of the AI system on the rights to privacy 
and data protection should be assessed. Furthermore, there 
should	be	the	possibility	to	flag	issues	concerning	those	rights.

Data	Governance:	Regarding	personal	data,	the	HLEG	mainly	
refers to the requirements contained in the GDPR. They should 
be implemented by technical measures (‘privacy-by-design) as 
well as by oversight mechanisms for data processing. More-
over, the AI system should be compliant with relevant stan-
dards for data management and governance.

1.1.1.4 Transparency 

“This	requirement	is	closely	linked	with	the	principle of expli-
cability and encompasses transparency of elements relevant to 
an	AI	system:	the	data,	the	system,	and	the	business	models.”	
[HLEG, 2019b]

Traceability: There should be mechanisms and procedures 
for record-keeping to allow for traceability of the AI system’s 
decisions or recommendations. Also, the quality of input and 
output data should be monitored.

Explainability: The technical processes, as well as the reason-
ing behind an AI system’s decisions, should be explained to 
users and affected persons to the degree possible and appro-
priate. Especially, it should be checked whether the given 
explanation is actually understandable and informative to the 
persons addressed.

Communication: Users should be informed about the 
purpose, capabilities, and limitations of an AI system in an 
appropriate manner. For instance, they should be informed 
about its level of accuracy. Moreover, they should be pro-
vided material on how to adequately use the system. 

1.1.1.5  Diversity, non-discrimination,  
and fairness 

”In order to achieve Trustworthy AI, we must enable inclu-
sion and diversity throughout the entire AI system’s life cycle. 
Besides the consideration and involvement of all affected 
stakeholders throughout the process, this also entails ensur-
ing equal access through inclusive design processes as well as 
equal treatment. This requirement is closely linked with the 
principle of fairness.” [HLEG, 2019b]

Avoidance of Unfair Bias: The creation or reinforcement of unfair 
bias in the AI system should be avoided. For this, an appropri-
ate	definition	of	fairness	should	be	chosen	in	consultation	with	
impacted groups. Tests and monitoring should ensure that the 
data	is	diverse	and	representative	of	the	specific	target	group.	
Moreover, the developers should be made aware of potential 
biases, and they should take adequate measures in the algo-
rithm	design.	Furthermore,	there	should	be	the	possibility	to	flag	
issues concerning discrimination or unfair bias.
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Accessibility and Universal Design: An AI system should 
address the widest possible range of users and, in particular, 
be accessible to them. Therefore, universal design principles 
should be considered during the planning and development 
of an AI system, especially taking into account and, if possible, 
involving, potential end-users with special needs. It should be 
ensured that no group of people is disproportionately affected 
by the results of the AI system.

Stakeholder Participation: Stakeholders should participate in 
the design and development of an AI system. Also, they should 
be consulted after deployment; to give feedback, for instance.

1.1.1.6 Societal and environmental  
 well-being 

”In line with the principles of fairness and prevention of harm, 
the broader society, other sentient beings, and the environ-
ment should be also considered as stakeholders throughout 
the AI system’s life cycle. Sustainability and ecological responsi-
bility of AI systems should be encouraged, and research should 
be fostered into AI solutions addressing areas of global con-
cern, such as the Sustainable Development Goals. Ideally, AI 
systems	should	be	used	to	benefit	all	human	beings,	including	
future generations.” [HLEG, 2019b]

Environmental Well-being: The environmental impact of an AI 
system should be assessed throughout its life cycle and its entire 
supply chain. Measures should be taken to reduce this impact.

Impact on Work and Skills: It is requested that the impact of an 
AI system on human work and skills is understood. Moreover, 
impacted workers should be consulted and informed about the 
operation and capabilities of an AI system. The risk of de-skill-
ing the workforce should be tackled, and workers should be 
provided with adequate training opportunities in case they 
require new skills with regard to the AI system.

Impact on Society at large or Democracy: The impact of an AI 
system on democracy and society at large, i.e., beyond indi-
vidual users, should be assessed. Measures should be taken 
to ensure that an AI system cannot cause harm to society and 
democratic processes.

1.1.1.7 Accountability 

”The requirement of accountability complements the above 
requirements and is closely linked to the principle of fairness. It 
necessitates that mechanisms be put in place to ensure responsi-
bility and accountability for AI systems and their outcomes, both 

before and after their development, deployment, and use.” 
[HLEG, 2019b]

Auditability: Internal or external audits of an AI system should 
be facilitated as appropriate, for instance by documentation of 
relevant processes and record-keeping.

Risk	Management:	Organizations	are	requested	to	have	a	
risk management system in place which should comprise, as 
appropriate, oversight by a third-party or an AI ethics review 
board over the implemented ethical and accountability prac-
tices. Further, adherence to the key requirements should be 
continuously monitored and, if necessary, trade-offs between 
key requirements should be discussed and the respective deci-
sions explained. Further, it should be ensured that the persons 
involved in the risk management process are adequately trained, 
especially regarding the applicable legal framework. Finally, 
there should be the possibility for third parties to report issues 
and risks related to the AI system and to get access to appropri-
ate redress mechanisms.

1.1.2 European proposal for the regulation of AI

In	April	2021,	the	European	Commission	published	a	“Pro-
posal for Regulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council	laying	down	harmonized	rules	on	AI	(Artificial	Intelli-
gence Act) and amending certain union legislative acts” [EC, 
2021]. With its proposal, the European Commission is reacting 
to calls by the European Council, especially, for a review of 
the existing relevant legislation concerning the challenges 
raised	by	AI	([EC, 2021],	p. 3).	Further,	the	proposal	follows	
several AI-related resolutions by the European Parliament 
([EC,	2021], p.	3)	and	is	a	result	of	extensive	consultation	with	
stakeholders and experts ([EC, 2021], p. 8-9). One of the main 
objectives	of	the	proposed	regulatory	framework	is	to	”ensure	
that AI systems placed and used on the Union market are safe 
and respect existing law on fundamental rights and Union 
values” ([EC, 2021], p. 4). 

The proposed AI regulation follows a risk-based approach 
and,	besides	prohibiting	certain	AI	practices,	specifies	tech-
nical requirements for ‘high-risk AI systems’ in the Union 
market. Apart from product-related requirements, it also for-
mulates manage ment-related obligations for relevant parties 
in the context of ‘high-risk AI systems’, especially for provid-
ers. Moreover, the document prescribes how compliance with 
certain requirements in the regulation is to be assessed and 
declared. In particular, a conformity assessment procedure 
is required for high-risk AI systems before their placing on 
the Union market, and harmonized standards and common 
specifications	may	be	consulted.
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1.1.2.1 Risk-based approach

The proposal lays down harmonized rules following a risk-
based	approach.	Here,	it	distinguishes	between	“prohibited	
AI	practices”,	“high-risk	AI	systems”,	and	others.	This	catego-
rization of AI systems is predominantly oriented towards their 
potential negative impact on the health, safety, or fundamen-
tal rights of persons. 

Title II of the document prohibits certain (subliminal) AI tech-
niques that could materially distort the behavior of persons, as 
well	as	AI	systems	for	social	scoring	that	could	lead	to	the	unjus-
tified	or	disproportionate	detrimental	treatment	of	persons	and	
–	with	exceptions	–	AI-based	real-time	biometric	identification	
systems in publicly accessible spaces. However, AI systems that 
are exclusively developed and used for military purposes are not 
in the scope of the proposed regulation ([EC, 2021], Article 2).

The	first	chapter	of	Title	II	of	the	proposed	regulation	gives	a	
definition	of	“high-risk”	AI	systems.	Hereby,	it	distinguishes	
between two types. On the one hand, it considers AI systems 
which are a safety component of a product, or which are 
a product themselves, which is covered by existing Union 
harmonization legislation5. Within these, such AI systems 
are catego rized as high-risk, if the product they are embed-
ded in, or if the AI system itself as a product, is required to 
undergo a third-party conformity assessment with a view 
to the placing on the market or the putting into service of 
that product in accordance with the Union harmonization 
legislation	([EC, 2021],	Article	6).	Regarding	the	New	Legis-
lative Framework, these are, in particular, such products as 
“machinery,	toys,	lifts,	equipment,	and	protective	systems	
intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres, radio 
equipment, pressure equipment, recreational craft equip-
ment, cableway installations, appliances burning gaseous 
fuels, medical devices, and in vitro diagnostic medical devic-
es” ([EC, 2021], p. 26). 

On	the	other	hand,	the	definition	considers	stand-alone	AI	
systems, i.e., systems that are not necessarily a safety com-
ponent of a product or a product themselves. Annex III of 
the	proposed	AI	regulation	specifies	pre-defined	areas	where	
such systems are likely to pose a high risk of harm to the 
health and safety or the fundamental rights of persons and 
which	are	therefore	classified	as	‘high-risk’.	These	applica-
tion areas include, amongst others, AI systems for biometric 
identification,	AI	systems	for	management	and	operation	
of critical infrastructure, AI systems for determining access 
or assigning persons to educational and vocational train-
ing institutions, AI systems used in employment, workers’ 

5	 		A	full	list	of	that	legislation,	based	on	the	New	Legislative	Framework	or	on	other	Union	legislation,	is	given	in	Annex	II	of	[EC,	2021].

6   For a complete description, see Annex III of [EC, 2021].

management and access to self-employment, e.g., for the 
recruitment and selection of persons or for monitoring or 
evaluation of persons in work-related contractual relation-
ships, AI systems that decide on access to certain essential 
private	and	public	services	and	benefits,	in	particular	AI	
systems used to evaluate credit scores or to establish priority 
in	the	dispatching	of	emergency	first	response	services,	AI	
systems to detect the emotional state of natural persons or 
to detect ‘deep fakes’ for the evalu ation of the reliability of 
evidence in criminal proceedings, AI systems used in migra-
tion, asylum and border control management and AI systems 
intended	to	assist	judicial	authorities	in	researching,	interpret-
ing and applying the law.6

1.1.2.2  Requirements for high-risk  
AI systems 

Chapters 2 and 3 of Title III of the proposed AI regulation 
formulate mandatory requirements for high-risk AI systems, 
their providers, and other relevant parties. These requirements 
comprise technical aspects on the one hand and procedural or 
management-related obligations on the other. Especially, the 
requirements concern the whole lifecycle of an AI system.

Technical/System-related requirements
The technical or system-related requirements are described 
in Chapter 2 of Title III and cover aspects of data quality, 
record-keeping, transparency, human oversight, reliability, and 
cybersecurity. 

The requirements regarding data quality specify that the training, 
validation,	and	test	data	shall	be	“relevant,	representative,	free	
of errors and complete”, and that they shall take into account 
	cha	racteristics	of	the	specific	application	area.	Furthermore,	the	
data shall be examined with a view to possible biases. If neces-
sary, for example, if personal data is processed, security or priva-
cy-preserving measures shall be taken. ([EC, 2021], Article 10)

Moreover, it is required that high-risk AI systems keep a record 
of data or events to an extent that enables appropriate tracing 
as well as monitoring of its functioning. In this regard, the 
document formulates minimum requirements for biometric 
identification	systems.	However,	for	a	specification	of	such	log-
ging capabilities, the proposal refers to harmonized standards 
and	common	specifications.	([EC,	2021],	Article	12)

Further, it is demanded that the operation and functioning 
of the AI system are made transparent to users to the extent 
required for reasonable use. Therefore, the AI system shall be 
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accompanied by instructions for use, which, amongst others, 
shall provide information about the system’s performance and 
its limitations, about circumstances or potential misuse that 
may lead to risks, as well as about necessary maintenance 
measures, measures for human oversight, and, especially, tech-
nical measures which support users in interpreting the output. 
([EC, 2021], Article 13)

Additionally, it is required that the use of AI in some applica-
tion contexts is disclosed, regardless of whether the AI system 
is ‘high-risk’ or not. This applies, in particular, to contexts 
where natural persons interact with AI systems, where natural 
persons are exposed to emotion recognition or biometric 
identi	fication	systems,	and	for	AI	systems	that	generate	
so-called	“deep	fakes”.	However,	exceptions	are	made	for	
 certain AI systems that are particularly authorized by law to 
detect or prevent criminal offenses. ([EC, 2021], Article 53)

Besides this, it is required that human oversight by natural 
persons is enabled and effectively implemented. Here, human 
oversight has the goal of minimizing or preventing relevant 
risks during the use of the AI system. According to the pro-
posal, it comprises the monitoring of the system’s operation 
with the opportunity to detect and address dysfunction or 
unexpected performance, as well as the ability to disregard 
or override the output and to intervene in or interrupt the 
operation. Human oversight measures can be implemented by 
the design of an AI system, for instance with human-machine 
interface tools, or they can be implemented by the user. The 
document does not contain any concrete mandatory measures 
in this regard; however, it highlights that persons assigned for 
human oversight shall have a thorough understanding of the 
AI system, be aware of risks such as automation bias, and, if 
available, use tools to understand and interpret the output 
correctly. ([EC, 2021], Article 14)

Finally,	it	is	demanded	that	high-risk	AI	systems	“achieve,	in	
the light of their intended purpose, an appropriate level of 
accuracy, robustness, and cybersecurity, and perform consis-
tently in those respects throughout their lifecycle”. While the 
document	does	not	further	specify	the	“appropriate	level”,	it	
points out risks that, if applicable, shall be addressed by tech-
nical solutions. Regarding a consistent performance, the pro-
posal requires on the one hand that, if the AI system continues 
to learn after deployment, the risk of biased outputs, due to 
so-called feedback loops, are duly addressed. On the other 
hand, the system shall be robust against foreseeable errors 
and inconsistencies within its environment, for which techni-
cal solutions like backup or fail-safe plans may be considered. 
Lastly, cybersecurity shall be ensured with a particular focus 
on the integrity and availability of the AI system. Here, the 
proposal	explicitly	names	“data	poisoning”	and	“adver	sarial	
examples”	as	AI-specific	vulnerabilities/attacks	that	shall	be	
addressed by technical solutions. ([EC, 2021], Article 15)

Management-related obligations of providers
Apart	from	(technical)	system-related	requirements,	Chapter 3	
of Title III also places obligations on providers of high-risk AI 
systems with respect to their organization and management. 

One	of	the	main	obligations	of	providers,	as	defined	by	the	
proposed	regulatory	framework,	is	that	they	shall	“put	a	
quality management system in place that ensures compliance 
with this [the proposed] Regulation”, and thus in particular 
with the previously described system-related requirements. 
Amongst others, the quality management system shall include 
“techniques,	procedures	and	systematic	actions	for	design,	
design	verification,	development,	(…)	quality	control,	quali-
ty	assurance”	as	well	as	“examination,	test	and	validation	
procedures”,	“technical	specifications,	including	standards,	to	
be	applied”,	“systems	and	procedures	for	data	management	
(and)	record-keeping”,	“procedures	related	to	the	reporting	of	
serious	incidents”,	“resource	management”,	and	an	“account-
ability framework” ([EC, 2021], Article 17).

In addition to the aforementioned techniques, procedures, and 
sub-systems within the quality management system, two further 
requirements for the quality management system are particu-
larly	emphasized:	a	risk	management	system	and	a	post-mar-
ket monitoring system shall be in place. Concerning the risk 
management system, it is required that risks related to the AI 
system	are	identified,	analyzed,	and	evaluated	in	a	continuous	
iterative process throughout the lifecycle of the AI system, and 
that appropriate mitigation and control measures are adopted. 
Moreover, the AI system shall be tested before being placed on 
the market to ensure that its performance is appropriate and 
consistent for the intended purpose and that all other system- 
related	requirements	are	fulfilled	([EC,	2021],	Article	9).

Further, the provider is required to have a post-market moni-
toring system in place that can collect and analyze relevant 
data and thus enable the provider to evaluate continuing 
compliance with the system-related requirements described 
in Chapter 2 of Title III. The post-market monitoring system 
shall be based on a post-market monitoring plan about which 
the document states that ‘the Commission shall adopt an 
implementing act laying down detailed provisions estab-
lishing a template for the post-market monitoring plan and 
the list of elements to be included in the plan’. ([EC, 2021], 
Article 61)

1.1.2.3 Obligations regarding assessment  
 and declaration of conformity

The proposed regulatory framework requires that high-risk 
AI systems undergo a conformity assessment procedure 
([EC, 2021],	Article	19)	before	they	are	placed	on	the	market	
or put into service. While it depends on the type of AI system 
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wheth er the conformity assessment is conducted by a third 
party	or	based	on	internal	control,	the	main	subject	of	the	
assessment is a technical documentation of the AI system in 
any case. If compliance with the system-related requirements, 
as well as regarding the risk management system, has been 
successfully demonstrated, the provider shall formally declare 
conformity with the regulation ([EC, 2021], Article 48) and 
especially	affix	the	CE	marking	([EC,	2021],	Article	49).

According to the proposal, a provider of a high-risk AI system 
is	obliged	to	draw	up	technical	documentation	“in	such	a	way	
to demonstrate that the high-risk AI system complies with the 
requirements set out in (Chapter 2 of Title III7) and provide 
national	competent	authorities	and	notified	bodies	with	all	
the necessary information to assess the compliance of the 
AI system with those requirements” ([EC, 2021], Article 11). 
Annex	IV	specifies	which	aspects	the	technical	documentation	
shall contain at the least. 

Amongst others, a general description of the AI system shall 
be drawn up together with a detailed technical description 
comprising	“the	process	for	its	development”,	“information	
about	the	data	used”,	“validation	and	testing	procedures”,	
“test	reports”,	“design specifications”,	“metrics	used	to	
measure	(…)	compliance”,	“technical	solutions	adopted	to	
ensure continuous compliance”, an assessment of the mea-
sures for human oversight and of the measures to facilitate the 
interpretation of the output, and a discussion of trade-offs. 
Moreover,	the	documentation	shall	contain	“detailed	informa-
tion about the monitoring, functioning and control of the AI 
system”,	a	“description	of	the	risk	management	system”	and	
the	post-market	monitoring	plan,	and	a	“list	of	the	harmonized	
standards	applied”	([EC,	2021],	Annex	IV).

In this regard, the European Commission points out that 
standards	and	other	technical	specifications	play	a	key	role	in	
providing	“the	precise	technical	solutions	to	achieve	compli-
ance with [the] requirements” set out in Chapter 2 of Title III 
([EC, 2021],	p.	13)	and	that	“common	normative	standards	for	
all	high-risk	AI	systems	should	be	established.”	([EC, 2021],	
p. 20).	In	particular,	the	regulatory	framework	provides	that	
conformity with the requirements in the proposal shall be 
equivalent to conformity with certain harmonized standards 
or	common	specifications,	to	the	extent	that	they	cover	the	
requirements. ([EC, 2021], Articles 40 and 41)

The proposal envisages two types of conformity assessment 
procedures for high-risk AI systems ([EC, 2021], Article 43). On 
the one hand, for most stand-alone systems, as listed in Annex 
III of the proposal, it requires a conformity assessment based on 

7  Chapter 2 of Title III contains the technical system-related requirements, as well as the requirements regarding the risk management system and the technical 

documentation. 

internal	control.	Here,	the	provider	verifies	whether	its	quality	
management	system	is	in	conformity	with	Article 17	of	the	
proposal, and examines the technical documentation, which he/
she then uses as the basis for assessing compliance of the AI 
system with the requirements described in Chapter 2 of Title III 
([EC, 2021],	Annex	VI).	On	the	other	hand,	high-risk	AI	systems	
which	fall	under	the	New	Legislative	Framework	([EC,	2021],	
Annex II, Section A) shall follow the third-party conformity 
assessment as required under the respective legal act. However, 
the conformity assessment shall be extended in the manner that 
the	notified	body	(third-party)	examines	the	technical	docu-
mentation and, if necessary, conducts further tests to assess the 
conformity of the AI system with the requirements set out in 
Chapter	2	of	Title	III.	([EC,	2021],	Annex	VII)

In more complex business scenarios which also involve import-
ers, distributors, and manufacturers, some of the provider’s 
obligations regarding the conformity assessment or the CE 
marking may be transferred to other parties or may have to be 
fulfilled	by	them	as	well.	For	these	cases,	we	refer	to	Chapter	3	
of Title III of the proposed AI regulation. 

1.1.3 AIC4 catalog

On	a	national	level,	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Information	
Security	(BSI)	has	taken	the	first	steps	to	promote	the	security	 
of	AI	systems	and	services.	Having	identified	the	gap	that	AI-			 
spe	cific	security	threats	are	not	covered	by	established	IT	secu-
rity standards, the BSI has taken the initiative to tackle this gap, 
in	the	first	place	with	a	focus	on	AI	services	running	in	cloud	
environments. In February 2021, the AI Cloud Service Compli-
ance Criteria Catalogue (AIC4) [BSI, 2021] was published as an 
extension to the internationally recognized BSI Cloud Com-
puting Compliance Criteria Catalogue (C5) [BSI, 2020a]. The 
AIC4	cata	log	formulates	AI-specific	requirements	across	the	AI	
lifecycle that are related to the use of AI. With the criteria cat-
alog, the BSI sets a baseline level of security for AI-based cloud 
services and supports users in evaluating the trustworthiness 
of such services.

The requirements of the catalog are structured according to 
the	following	eight	criteria	areas:	“security	and	robustness”,	
“performance	and	functionality”,	“reliability”,	“data	quality”,	
“data	management”,	“explainability”	and	“bias”.	These	areas	
represent the security areas of AI cloud services according to 
the BSI. Further, the BSI states that the criteria in the catalog 
together make up the minimum requirements for professional 
AI usage. They are supposed to ensure that AI service providers 
use state-of-the-art processes for the development, testing, 
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validation, deployment, and monitoring of AI. In addition to 
each criterion, the catalog gives supplementary information 
which indicates how the criterion can be achieved.

The	AIC4	catalog	is	explicitly	restricted	to	AI-specific	require-
ments. The preliminary criteria of the AIC4 catalog refer to the 
C5 catalog [BSI, 2020a] for general requirements concerning 
cloud computing and, in particular, compliance with the C5 
catalog is a prerequisite for compliance with AIC4.

1.1.3.1 Security and robustness 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Continuous Assessment of Security Threats and 
Countermeasures 
Risk Exposure Assessment 
Regular Risk Exposure Assessment 
Testing Learning Pipeline Robustness 
Testing of Model Robustness
Implementation of Countermeasures
Residual Risk Mitigation

The	area	“security	and	robustness”	deals	with	security	threats	
like attacks, malfunction, or misuse, which especially evolve 
if	the	confidentiality	or	integrity	of	data	is	violated.	The	
criteria stipulate that such threat scenarios are monitored and 
evalu ated on a regular basis. In particular, security threats to 
the learning process of the model as well as to the deployed 
model	shall	be	tested.	Therefore,	specifically	designed	attacks	
shall be used which, for instance, are based on manipulated 
training or input data. Moreover, it is required that appro-
priate countermeasures are taken in the design and learning 
process of the model as well as during deployment. Espe-
cially,	the	confidentiality	and	integrity	of	the	data	need	to	
be ensured to mitigate and/or prevent the risks related to 
security threats. 

1.1.3.2 Performance and functionality 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Definition	of	Performance	Requirements
Monitoring of Performance
Fulfillment	of	Contractual	Agreement	of	Performance	
Requirements
Model Selection and Suitability 
Model	Training	and	Validation	
Business Testing
Continuous Improvement of Model Performance
Additional Considerations when using Automated Machine 
Learning 
Impact of Automated Decision-making 
Regular Service Review 

The	criteria	in	“performance	and	functionality”	aim	to	
ensure	that	the	AI	service	has	sufficient	performance	and	
that deviations are handled appropriately. The requirements 
relate	to	the	full	lifecycle.	In	the	first	place,	it	is	demanded	
that	performance	goals	are	defined	which	are	appropriate	
for the application context given. The design and choice 
of the model shall be suitable for the given tasks and the 
provider needs to be aware of their limits. Further, it is 
required that the training and evaluation of the model follow 
recognized	methodologies.	In	particular,	if	identified	during	
validation,	inaccuracies	like	under-/overfitting	of	the	model	
shall be addressed. Moreover, there needs to be a process 
for monitoring the performance and reviewing the service 
during operation based on user feedback and failure reports. 
If necessary, a re-training or changes to the system should 
be initiated. Apart from the performance-related criteria, it is 
also required that humans have the opportunity to update or 
modify decisions by the AI service. 

1.1.3.3 Reliability 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Resource Planning for Development
Logging of Model Requests 
Monitoring of Model Requests 
Corrective Measures to the Output 
Handling	of	AI-specific	Security	Incidents	
Backup and Disaster Recovery 

The area ‘reliability’ contains criteria for the smooth opera-
tion of the AI service. Apart from ensuring that all necessary 
resources are provided, potential security incidents during 
operation shall be prevented or handled appropriately if 
they occur. One of the main requirements in this area is that 
relevant data is logged and, where applicable, monitored. For 
instance, irregularities in the interactions with the service must 
be detected in order to prevent or back-track failures and other 
security incidents. For the same reasons, a roles and rights 
concept is required, which shall make sure that only authorized 
people can overwrite the outputs of the service. If incidents 
occur, back-ups of data and model shall be available to enable 
fast recovery of the service. Furthermore, security incidents 
should be consolidated into new threat scenarios, which are 
considered in the risk assessment process.

1.1.3.4 Data quality 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Data Quality Requirements for Development
Data Quality Requirements for Operation
Data Quality Assessment 
Data Selection 
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Data Annotation 
Preparation	of	Training,	Validation,	and	Test	Data	

The area ‘data quality’ deals with the quality of data used by 
the	AI	service.	On	the	one	hand,	the	provider	needs	to	define	
data quality requirements for development and, if applicable, 
requirements to ensure the accuracy of annotations. These 
requirements shall be used to assess data in their selection 
process. Moreover, it must be ensured that the distribution 
and split of training, test, and validation data are appropriate 
for the application context. On the other hand, the provider 
shall	define	data	quality	requirements	for	operation.	Especially,	
if users can provide data to the AI service, these requirements 
must be transparent. The quality of data shall be checked regu-
larly during operation and, if necessary, corrective measures 
shall be taken.

1.1.3.5 Data management 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Data Management Framework 
Data Access Management 
Traceability of Data Sources 
Credibility of Data Sources

The criteria in ‘data management’ aim at a structured and 
secure provision of data. It is demanded that the provider has 
a data management framework in place that gives guidance 
and/or establishes processes for the acquisition, distribution, 
storage, and processing of data. In particular, this framework 
relates to the full lifecycle and shall manage the data used for 
the development, operation, and further improvement of the 
AI service. Moreover, it is required that the provider documents 
the origin of data and assesses its credibility. Credibili ty is 
especially	related	to	the	confidentiality	and	integrity	of	data,	
which shall be ensured by measures like access authorization 
and encryption. 

1.1.3.6 Explainability 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Assessment of the required Degree of Explainability 
Testing the Explainability of the Service 

The area ‘explainability’ requires that decisions made by the 
service are explained to the extent that is necessary and 
appropriate. The need for explainability of the AI service shall 
be analyzed, particularly taking into account its application 
context and criticality. Moreover, appropriate transparency 
methods shall be used to provide explanations. Thereby, 
trade-offs between explainability and performance, as well as 
limitations of the transparency methods, must be addressed 
and communicated in the system description.

1.1.3.7 Bias 

The	criteria	in	this	area	are:
Conceptual Assessment of Bias 
Assessing the Level of Bias 
Mitigation of detected Bias 
Continuous Bias Assessment 

The area ‘bias’ shall ensure that bias does not have critical 
implications on the functionality and security of the AI service. 
The provider is required to assess the possibility of bias and 
its potential implications and to test the service and data 
with respect to critical bias on a regular basis. If existent, the 
provider is required to take appropriate measures to mitigate 
intolerable bias. Further, threats or limitations regarding the 
mitigation of bias shall be made transparent to users. 

1.2 Challenges regarding the implemen  tation  
 and testing of requirements for  
  trustworthy AI

In order to realize the full societal and economic potential of 
AI, it is important that AI systems are developed and operated 
according to high quality standards and that trust is estab-
lished by making this visible. A proven method of achieving 
this is to demonstrate conformity with broadly accepted stan-
dards, but many of these do not yet exist for AI technologies. 
An overview of relevant trustworthiness requirements that can 
be brought to life through standards was given in Section 1.1 
However, in order to determine measurable criteria for a given 
AI system the guard rails presented in Section 1.1	must	first	be	
concretized for classes of use cases. In addition, when imple-
menting trustworthiness requirements, two often mutually 
dependent	perspectives	must	be	taken:	product	and	organiza-
tional perspectives. These in turn are associated with different 
kinds of challenges. On the one hand, challenges arise in terms 
of implementing system properties for trustworthy AI and 
generating technical evidence for it. On the other, there is a 
high effort of an organizational nature, e.g., with regard to the 
definition	and	implementation	of	test	procedures,	processes	to	
ensure data quality, or the preparation of documentation.

From a product perspective, trustworthiness requires that the 
AI	system	is	of	high	(technical)	quality	and	that	it	satisfies	cer-
tain product properties which contribute to the mitigation of 
risks. However, the practical implementation of desired system 
properties, as well as the generation of technical evidence 
for it, are often challenging, especially because the concrete 
requirements	strongly	depend	on	the	specific	application	con-
text and because there is no obvious method of measurement 
for most properties. An additional challenge arises from the 
fact that there is often a chain of distributed responsibilities for 
the quality of an AI system. Since existing IT testing procedures 
are not readily transferable to AI technologies, methods for 
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testing	and	verification	of	AI	systems	are	an	active	research	
area. Section 1.2.1 elaborates on challenges from a product 
perspective and gives a broad overview of the state-of-the-
art research on testing methods for AI. This section may be 
skipped if the technical challenges are already known. 

What is not immediately apparent from the product perspective 
is that, from an organizational perspective, it takes a great deal 
of effort to constantly ensure that risks are under control and to 
guarantee traceability in this regard. For example, test pro-
cedures for the AI system as well as processes to ensure data 
quality	or	the	preparation	of	documentation	must	be	defined	
and continuously operated. Thus, to realize the trustworthy 
use of AI within an organization, there is a particular need 
for	appropriate	structures,	clearly	defined	responsibilities,	and	
roles, as well as non-technical measures and processes, especi-
ally for risk management and human oversight. Section 1.2.2 
illustrates the importance of the organizational perspective and 
its interaction with the product perspective on trustworthiness.

1.2.1 Product perspective

Due to the complexity of AI systems, various challenges arise 
regarding	the	realization	and	verification	of	their	quality.	Especi-
ally for AI systems based on machine learning, novel risks arise 
from the processing of data. How these risks are to be evaluated 
usually depends strongly on the application context. Because 
AI	specifics	are	not	adequately	addressed	in	existing	IT	testing	
procedures, assessment schemes and testing tools for AI are the 
subjects	of	active	research.

As can be seen from the overview of the requirements in 
Section 1.1, trustworthiness in the context of AI has many 
facets. AI applications are often based on machine learning 
(ML) techniques that learn patterns in so-called training data 
and build a model to apply what has been learned to unknown 
data (but structurally comparable to the training data). Due to 
the central importance of the training data for the functionality 
of ML-based AI systems, new challenges arise in implementing 
trustworthy	AI.	One	difficulty	regarding	reliability,	for	example,	
is to specify the application domain of the system as precisely 
as possible and to cover it accordingly with training data in 
order to counteract malfunction or even systematic model 
weaknesses. In open-world contexts in particular, it is usually 
not possible to quantify the application domain precisely. In 
addition, training data poses novel security risks such as data 
poisoning, where the integrity of the system is violated by 
deliberate manipulation of the database. Apart from the areas 
of reliability and security, the realization of transparency and 
fairness in AI systems is also discussed. The functioning of 
the	underlying	models	is	often	difficult	to	understand,	even	
for experts, due to the large number of parameters. Human 
interpretability and methods for explaining AI results are the 

subjects	of	active	research.	Similarly,	various	disciplines	are	
researching concepts and technical methods for implementing 
fairness in AI, since AI systems, as data-driven technologies, 
tend to incorporate data-inherent discrimination into their 
models. Last but not least, another key challenge is that the 
learning process of AI systems continues in principle even 
during operation, so that appropriate monitoring and control 
mechanisms are to be developed to detect and prevent the 
learning of incorrect behavior.

It may also be the case that trade-offs need to be made 
between the mitigation of different types of risks when creat-
ing trustworthy AI. For example, an increase in performance, 
such	as	the	recognition	performance	in	object	recognition	on	
image data by deep neural networks, can be at the expense 
of interpretability. Another example is that an increase in 
trans parency, by disclosing all hyperparameters of a model, for 
example, can lead to new attack vectors in terms of IT security. 

Another challenge in ensuring the quality of AI systems arises 
from the fact that their development is distributed along 
a value chain that is very different from the development 
of conventional software. In the following, as AI systems 
we denote complex IT systems that include machine learn-
ing-based components for performing particular tasks. Since 
ML	models	are	often	specified	over	millions	(sometimes	
billions) of parameters, AI systems rely, in particular, on the 
processing of large amounts of data, for which corresponding 
IT infrastructures and computing power are required. As a 
result, organizations that develop or use AI systems often rely 
on third-party components. On the one hand, such compo-
nents can be purchased as an AI product, which means that 
it is produced by an external provider but is deployed in the 
internal infrastructure (hardware) of the organization without 
the provider having further access to it. On the other hand, 
there is the possibility of purchasing AI components as a 
service which means that an AI component is made available 
for use but is still deployed in the infrastructure of its provider. 
Cloud service providers play an important role here, providing 
the necessary computing capacity, infrastructure, and corres-
ponding basic AI services such as optical character recogni-
tion, video analysis, speech-to-text conversion, text-to-speech 
conversion, translation, text analysis, or intelligent search. In 
order to simplify the use of such services and their immediate 
adaptation to user needs, AI services are usually encapsulated 
in a simple graphical user interface or calls to libraries in the 
respective programming language. Organizations purchasing 
AI services for their system can therefore save time, effort, 
and resources for local development. However, incorporating 
third-party components into an AI system often leads to the 
fact	that	these	have	a	significant	influence	on	the	quality	of	
the AI system, without the organizations receiving compre-
hensive information or insight from the providers. Moreover, 
cloud-based services require additional consideration when 
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it comes to the trustworthiness of the AI system, especially 
concerning privacy and security (see [Chiregi, 2018]). 

Just as with the practical implementation of trustworthiness, 
a	key	challenge	with	the	technical	verifiability	is	that	both	
the concrete requirements and the way they are realized 
strongly	depend	on	the	specific	application	context.	One	
thrust	in	the	area	of	AI	testing	and	verification	is	to	define	
concrete metrics and qualitative requirements that measure 
the	performance	of	an	AI	system	with	respect	to	a	specific	
target	variable	and	relate	this	to	a	specific	requirement	for	
trustworthy	AI	(see	[Verma, 2018],	[Papineni,	2002],	[Sali-
mans,	2016],	[Weng, 2018],	[Hess,	2018]).	There	are	several	
approaches to evaluate an AI system with respect to these 
metrics. One approach is to develop structured question-
naires	(see	[Gebru, 2018],	[Arnold,	2019],	[Mitchell,	2019],	
[Madaio, 2020]),	which	evaluate	the	extent	to	which	a	given	
AI system meets qualitative or quanti tative criteria for trust-
worthiness. The second approach is to develop testing tools 
that measure the quality of AI systems (or of their building 
blocks, such as datasets) in a (partially) automated way (see 
[Bellamy, 2019],	[Saleiro,	2018],	[Nicolae,	2018],	[Arya, 2020],	
[Santos,	2017],	[Nori,	2019]).	The	challenge	with	these	
approaches, however, is to establish criteria that are propor-
tionate for a given application context, given the plethora of 
AI technologies and their diverse uses. The metrics used, and, 
in	particular,	the	respective	target	values,	are	often	specific	to	
a	particular	class	of	use	cases,	which	makes	it	difficult	to	com-
pare results. As can be seen from the requirements and recom-
mendations for trustworthy AI summarized in Section 1.1, the 
HLEG, the EC, and the BSI do not follow the approach of speci-
fying concrete metrics and target values. Their requirements 
and recommendations are kept on a rather abstract level and 
need	to	be	further	operationalized	and,	if	possible,	quantified,	
for	the	specific	use	case.

A	proven	approach	to	operationalize	use	case-specific	trust-
worthiness requirements is a risk-based testing approach. 
Risk-based approaches are found, for example, in the classic 
concepts of IT Security8 and Functional Safety, where the 
requirements for resistance to manipulation or unintentional 
misconduct can lead to very different technical requirements 
for different systems. In particular, risk-based testing approach-
es are intended to ensure comparability of the test results of 
different systems, despite very different individual require-
ments. Since, however, existing methods for risk-based testing 
do	not	cover	AI	specifics	appropriately	and	are	thus	not	readily	
transferable to AI systems, the underlying concept of risk-
based	testing	is	an	important	object	of	research	in	the	area	of	
trustworthy AI. Currently, many research activities are focused 

8	 	See,	for	example,	BSI-Grundschutz	or	ISO/IEC	27001:2013	for	specifications	for	an	information	security	management	system	or	the	Common	Criteria	

[CC 3.1, 2017]	for	a	methodology	for	testing	IT	products.

on transferring concepts of Functional Safety to AI systems, 
where	the	use	case	of	autonomous	driving	plays	a	major	role	
(see [Huang, 2017], [Burton, 2017]). An example of a frame-
work	that	is	considered	in	the	field	of	safety	is	‘Claims,	Argu-
ments, and Evidence’. It was used for AI by [Zhao, 2020]. In 
this framework, claims serve as system requirements, evidence 
provides information that is related to the system considered, 
and arguments are the way evidence is linked to a claim.

Other research activities explore the questions of how to 
conduct conformity assessments for AI and how to verify 
the trustworthiness of AI systems in the context of an audit 
(see [Hallensleben, 2020]). As mentioned before, the integra-
tion of third-party components (as product or service) into 
AI systems poses a challenge when it comes to evaluating 
system proper ties. This is because external components yield 
additional trustworthiness requirements and often no deep 
insight into these components is possible. However, profes-
sional cloud customers may, acting in the same way as audi-
tors, want to conduct their own risk assessment and employ 
additional security measures for which they require transpar-
ent and detailed information about each external component. 
For example, a framework for evaluating the transparency 
and fairness of AI services is proposed by [Antunes, 2018]. 
Here, transparency includes various sub-dimensions such as 
awareness, explanations and interpretability of results, and 
access to the documentation and the component itself. The 
latter is a key prerequisite for the proper assessment of an 
AI system. Especially in the case of AI systems that include 
several external ML products and services that may even be 
provided from different countries, it is likely that dif ferent 
standards need to interact when auditing the system.

Another complexity that arises from the use of cloud-based 
AI services, and also from internal machine learning modules 
that	learn	continuously,	is	that	updates	or	modifications	of	
their functioning are made in small intervals of time. Thus, a 
simple, one-time assessment or audit of the AI system might 
be not appropriate. Accordingly, there is a general call for 
continuous monitoring of such AI systems, but no clear view 
has yet emerged on the duration of validity of test results or 
the intervals and criteria for the reassessment of AI systems.

1.2.2 Organizational perspective

Organizations must make appropriate preparations to meet 
and demonstrate compliance with system-level requirements 
for trustworthy AI. On the one hand, many system-related 
requirements cannot be implemented by technical solutions 
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alone,	but	their	fulfillment	requires	human	involvement	or	at	
least human oversight. On the other hand, preparing and/or 
conducting (internal or external) audits of an AI system takes 
a great deal of effort for organizations that, for instance, 
need to draw up respective technical documentations. To 
manage these new efforts, and also to control the distributed 
responsibilities for the quality of an AI system, organizations 
face the challenge of establishing appropriate roles, struc-
tures, and processes.

Judging by the current state of the EU-level documents 
and the AIC4 catalog as presented in Section 1.1,	fulfilling	
requirements for trustworthy AI will entail a considerable 
amount of work and effort from an organizational perspec-
tive.	As	briefly	discussed	in	Chapter 1.2.1, the research 
regarding technical trustworthiness properties of AI systems, 
especially their measurement and implementation techniques, 
is broad and ongoing. However, it is already apparent that 
effective measures to ensure system properties like robust-
ness, fairness, or transparency often require access to the 
training data, the design process, and the representation of 
the output. This provides an intuition that the trustworthi-
ness of AI systems as required by the European Commission 
for example can, in general, only be guaranteed by a broad 
analysis of both the system and its environment, accom-
panied by careful risk mitigation measures and checkups. 
Before organizations address this challenge, they must create 
internal awareness of the responsibilities and new tasks it 
entails. AI-related governance and policies within an organi-
zation should, in particular, take into account the responsible 
development of AI systems. So far, there is still no general 
agreement on how trustworthy AI development is to be 
achieved from an organi zational perspective. As an example, 
[Askell, 2019],	who	also	emphasizes	that	organizational	pol-
icies play a vital role for the development of trustworthy AI, 
gives	the	following	definition	of	responsible	AI	development:	

“Responsible	AI	development	involves	taking	steps	to	ensure	
that AI systems have an acceptably low risk of harming their 
users or society and, ideally, increase their likelihood of being 
socially	beneficial.	This	involves	testing	the	safety	and	security	
of systems during development, evaluating the potential 
social impact of the systems before release, being willing 
to	abandon	research	projects	that	fail	to	meet	a	high	bar	
of safety, and being willing to delay the release of a system 
until it has been established that it does not pose a risk to 
consumers	or	the	public.“

Moreover, they even discuss that organizations may cooper-
ate to avoid competition that results in pressure to invest less 
effort and money than necessary to maintain trustworthiness.

The above description of responsible development, similar 
to the requirements summarized in Section 1.1, needs to be 

further operationalized in order to give concrete guidance for 
a	specific	organization.	Furthermore,	ensuring	the	trustworthi-
ness	of	an	AI	system	does	not	end	at	the	development	stage:	
post-market monitoring and many levels of support and main-
tenance are needed throughout the entire system lifecycle. 
Here, too, the opportunities of both technical design and AI 
management should be taken into account, as pointed out by 
[Mittelstadt, 2019] and [Brundage, 2020]. In particular, many 
features that technically constitute a trustworthy AI system 
intrinsically require process regulation. For example, to ensure 
the reliability of an AI system that continuously learns during 
deployment,	it	is	not	sufficient	that	it	fulfills	certain	technical	
requirements by design. For keeping risks under control, e.g., 
the risk that the AI system learns a wrong behavior, whether 
due to data drift or to manipulated training data, its perfor-
mance should be monitored. In addition, risks due to poten-
tial changes to the system environment should be assessed 
regularly. Many of these issues cannot, or rather should not, 
be addressed by technical solutions alone but should at least 
involve human oversight and the option for human interven-
tion in critical situations. Thus, human action is clearly sup-
portive and, in critical application contexts, even necessary for 
identifying, limiting, and managing adverse effects or dam-
ages,	direct	or	mediated,	that	an	AI	system	may	have	or	inflict	
on humans, its environment, or even the organization pro-
viding or using it – especially when the system is not aligned 
with system-level requirements. To achieve appropriate human 
activities such as oversight, corresponding structures, roles, 
and procedures need to be established.

While internal procedures for testing and risk assessment may 
be established to generally ensure the quality of an AI system 
or for competitive advantages, AI systems may also under-
go tests and assessments to demonstrate conformity with 
obligatory requirements as appropriate. For this purpose, too, 
organizations must coordinate corresponding preparations. 
As indicated in the proposed regulation for AI, providers of 
‘high-risk’ AI systems will be required to draw up technical 
documentation, which can be used as the basis for assessing 
conformity with the technical requirements in the regula-
tion. Resources and competence will be needed to deal with 
legal	or	compliance	issues	and	correspondence	with	notified	
bodies if necessary.

Another challenge facing organizations is the issue of scattered 
responsibilities. As already touched upon in  Section 1.2.1, in 
the case of ML technologies, many (third) parties along the 
value chain of AI development and operation often have a 
stake in the quality of an AI system. These are parties that, for 
example, generate or collect data, provide the necessary IT 
infrastructure for processing large amounts of data, or provide 
ready AI products or services. Apart from responsibilities being 
distributed to third parties, also the different steps of develop-
ment, deployment, and use, which are often performed by the 
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provider or user of the AI system itself, entail a corresponding 
chain of actors that all have an impact on the quality of the AI 
system. As [Coeckelbergh, 2020] highlights, the question of 
assigning responsibilities is important and all actors involved 
should be considered in this regard. The importance of clearly 
defining	responsibilities	is	also	shown	by	[Peters,	2020]	who	
considers the chain of responsibilities with an eye toward errors 
and failures of the AI system that can potentially cause harm.

A concrete example of a chain of responsibilities oriented 
along the development steps of an AI system up to deploy-
ment	is	given	by	[Zweig,	2018]:	

1. Algorithm design and implementation include a lot of 
important decisions concerning the ML model. If the 
model is used in a ready-made form, [Zweig, 2018] 
emphasizes that all parameters selected in the process 
should be known. 

2. Selection of methods for the problem-solution requires 
knowledge of the application area to identify and evaluate 
all possible risks. 

3. Data collection and selection yield multiple requirements 
that must be taken care of, including privacy and fairness in 
particular. 

4. Construction of the system requires the proper and ade-
quate estimate of its performance. 

5. Embedding in the social process. Here, transparency about the 
system and the interpretability of the results are important. 

6. Re-evaluation of the system after deployment 
7. Liability detection 

Another view is taken by [Zicari, 2021] who proposes that 
responsible	parties	should	be	described	in	terms	of	“ecosys-
tems” of particular parts of an AI system rather than seeing 
responsibilities as being distributed along a chain.

[Toreini, 2019] sees a similar issue as that of scattered respon-
sibilities in the concept of trust. He proposes that a distinction 
be made between trust, as an essential foundation for social 
contracts, and ethics, as one of several aspects affecting this 
trust. Further, he claims that trust as a social concept mainly 
relates to the organization that provides an AI system and not to 
technical details. As such, [Toreini, 2019] sees trust being distrib-
uted	along	the	“trust	chain”	within	(and	between)	organizations	
and, in general, all agents that are involved in AI production and 
development. Being transparent about their AI systems and their 
functionalities, and enabling stakeholders to participate in the 
development process and operations are two examples of mea-
sures that organizations can take to foster trust. As for the other 
organizational challenges depicted in this section, it becomes 
clear that appropriate structures, roles, processes, and activities 
within organizations are needed to realize trustworthy AI.

Summarizing, we can see that both the product and the orga-
nizational perspective have to be considered when aiming at 
the trustworthy development and use of AI systems. The chal-
lenges involved become even harder when taking into account 
the rapid evolution of AI techniques and novel business 
models based on AI. In the next chapter, we will investigate 
the role of AI management systems to support companies 
dealing with these challenges.
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The last chapter has illustrated that many technical, as well 
as organizational, challenges are associated with trustworthy 
AI. The implementation and assurance of technical require-
ments must be coordinated and, to permanently ensure that 
relevant AI risks are under control, appropriate organizational 
procedures need to be established. Therefore, resources, 
roles, and responsibilities also need to be organized and 
managed accordingly. Comparable management challeng-
es	exist	in	the	field	of	IT	security.	Here,	the	ISO/IEC	27001	
international	standard	specifies	requirements	for	an	informa-
tion security management system (ISMS), that successfully 
supports organizations dealing with these security-related 
challenges. Hence, one possible way to address AI-related 
challenges	within	an	organization	can	be	an	AI-specific	man-
agement system.

Management systems are an established means within an 
organization to systematically support the execution of pur-
poseful and accountable management. Their aim is the setting 
up of policies and processes in order to reach organizational 
objectives	and,	thus,	affect	different	parts	of	an	organization	
from governance to technical-organizational measures. In 
particular, management systems build a strong foundation 
for a framework for governance, risk, and compliance (GRC). 
Accordingly, management systems have been standardized for 
over 30 years in order to support organizations to generate 
evidence of their responsibility and accountability. Among the 
most popular systems is ISO 9001, the international standard 
for quality manage ment systems (for which over 1 million 
certificates	([Lambert,	2017],	p.	37-40)	have	been	issued),	and	
ISO/IEC 27001, the international standard for information secu-
rity management. An introduction to management systems 
(MS) and management system standards (MSS) in general is 
given in Section 2.1.

In	view	of	the	increasing	importance	and	spread	of	artificial	
intelligence applications worldwide, ISO and IEC are develop-
ing a set of standards to address different aspects of the use 
of AI technologies. A particular one that is currently under 
development by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 is the internation-
al standard for AI management systems (AIMS). Currently, in 
the	stage	of	a	Working	Draft	(AIMS	Draft),	it	defines	require-
ments and controls with regard to AI management which are 
intended	to	help	organizations	deal	with	the	specific	issues	
and risks that arise from the use of AI and to reach their AI 

related	objectives	in	view	of	these	challenges.	Section 2.2 
presents the AIMS Draft and gives an overview of the most 
relevant aspects.

The main part of this chapter, Section 2.3, analyzes to what 
extent AIMS, in its current version, is suitable for supporting 
providers or users of AI systems in meeting relevant trust-
worthiness requirements. For this purpose, the AIMS Draft is 
compared with requirements and recommendations formu-
lated by the High-Level Expert Group on AI, the European 
Commission,	and	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Information	
Security, as described in Section 1.1. The analysis distinguishes 
between technical requirements and higher-level requirements 
(process-view) that address processes and structures within an 
organization.

2.1 Overview of management systems  
 in general

Management systems are a suitable tool for organizations to 
address the challenges and risks in achieving their goals in a 
structured	and	responsible	manner.	ISO	defines	management	
systems as 

“(…)	the	way	in	which	an	organization	manages	the	interrelat-
ed	parts	of	its	business	in	order	to	achieve	its	objectives.	These	
objectives	can	relate	to	a	number	of	different	topics,	including	
product	or	service	quality,	operational	efficiency,	environmen-
tal performance, health and safety in the workplace and many 
more.” [ISO, 2021]

[Kersten,	2020]	explains	a	management	system	for	a	topic	X	to	be	

“generally	anything	that	is	used	to	identify	the	key	objectives	
for	topic	X,	achieve	those	objectives,	and	monitor	their	mainte-
nance“	(translated	from	German).

Thus, management systems concern the governance layer 
of an organization as well as its management and techni-
cal-organizational measures implemented at a lower level. 
In general, they help to combine all organizational units 
and	processes	that	are	directed	to	set	objectives	into	a	clear	
framework.	Depending	on	the	kind	of	objectives,	its	scope	
can range from covering the whole organization to managing 
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a particular sector or function of the organization. Typical 
parts or tasks within a management system include 

“formulating	objectives	in	the	form	of	policies,	
analyzing	risks	and	opportunities	for	these	objectives,	
defining	roles	or	responsibilities	for	specific	(sub-)
objectives,	
(…)	planning	and	implementing	processes	and	the	measures	
required to achieve them, 
and planning, implementing and evaluating reviews of the 
achievement	of	objectives”	(translated	from	German,	see	
[Kersten,	2020]).	

This description gives a sense that a management system is an 
appropriate tool for an organization to address the challenges 
regarding trustworthy AI described in Section 1.2.2. More 
generally, management systems are a suitable tool for setting 
up a reliable framework for governance, risk, and compliance 
(GRC) across an organization.

Standardization – being a proven method to establish interop-
erability,	common	terms,	and	definitions,	as	well	as	a	basis	for	
trust in technical systems and processes – is thus also carried 
out for management systems (MSs). ISO describes the purpose 
of	standardization	of	MSs	in	the	following	way:

“ISO	management	system	standards	(MSSs)	help	organiza-
tions improve their performance by specifying repeatable 
steps that organizations consciously implement to achieve 
their	goals	and	objectives,	and	to	create	an	organizational	
culture	that	reflexively	engages	in	a	continuous	cycle	of	
self-evaluation, correction and improvement of operations 
and processes through heightened employee awareness 
and management leadership and commitment.” [ISO, 2021]

The	first	MSS	in	the	world,	ISO	9001,	international	standard	for	
a quality management system (QMS), was introduced in 1987 

[Lambert, 2017]. Today, there are more than 60 MSSs by ISO 
and	IEC.	Apart	from	QMS	which	is	the	most	certified	ISO	MSS	to	
date, also ISO/IEC 27001, international standard for information 
security management (ISMS), is among the most popular ones. 

A lot of MSSs are broadly recognized and trusted to the extent 
that in some sectors it has become a convention to have, for 
example, a QMS in place. Many customers or business partners 
see	certification	against	a	QMS	as	a	benchmark	for	ensuring	
and continuously improving the quality of products or services. 
In addition to meeting customer requirements or ensuring the 
quality of products or services (in the case of QMS), MSSs can 

9  See p.13, p.20 and p.32 of [EC, 2021].

10	 	The	high-level	structure	as	well	as	identical	sub-clause	titles,	identical	text,	common	terms,	and	core	definitions	for	management	system	standards	are	defined	

in Annex SL of [ISO/IEC, 2021].

also help organizations comply with regulatory requirements. 
Furthermore,	having	a	certified	MS	in	place	generates	evidence	
of the responsibility and accountability of an organization and 
can ease compliance dependencies in particular. In certain cases, 
certification	against	an	MSS	is	even	a	regulatory	requirement	in	
itself. For example, a QMS is prescribed for many companies in 
the healthcare sector. Moreover, the proposed regulation on AI 
by the European Commission also mentions a QMS for providers 
of high-risk AI systems as a requirement and, in addition, points 
out the importance of (harmonized) norms and standards for 
the (technical) elabo ration or concretization of requirements9.

A harmonized high-level structure (HLS) was set up to increase 
the scalability and interoperability of management system 
standards.10	“Developed	by	ISO,	the	HLS	provides	identical	
structure,	text	and	common	terms	and	definitions	for	all	future	
ISO	MSSs.	Now,	all	ISO’s	management	systems	standards	could	
be aligned, facilitating full integration of several standards into 
one management system in a single organization” [Lambert, 
2017]. According to the HLS, the main part of an MSS is to be 
built	in	the	following	way:	

1.  Scope
2. 	 Normative	references	
3. 	 Terms	and	definitions	
4.   Context of the organization 
5.  Leadership
6.  Planning
7.  Support 
8.  Operation 
9.   Performance evaluation
10. Improvement

Relevant aspects of these ten structural elements are described 
below.

Regarding the scope of a management system standard 
(point 1),	Annex	SL	of	the	ISO/IEC	Directives	provides	a	number	
of	definitions.	In	addition	to	defining	a	management	system	
as a

“set	of	interrelated	or	interacting	elements	of	an	organization	
to	establish	policies	and	objectives,	as	well	as	processes	to	
achieve	those	objectives

Note	1	to	entry:	A	management	system	can	address	a	single	
discipline or several disciplines.
Note	2	to	entry:	The	management	system	elements	include	
the organization’s structure, roles and responsibilities, plan-
ning and operation.”
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It	also	introduces	the	notions	of	“generic	MSS”	and	“sector-
specific	MSS”	and	further	distinguishes	between	so-called	“type	
A”	and	“type	B”	MSSs.	Type	A	management	system	standards	
provide requirements that characterize the different stages of an 
MS (points 4 to 10 of the HLS). Thus, type A MSSs are predes-
tined	for	certification.	However,	the	requirements	provided	
in a type A MSS do not prescribe the practical way in which 
management processes or other technical-organi zational mea-
sures must be implemented, as this is highly dependent on the 
context and the characteristics of the respective organization. 
Instead, recommendations about the implementation are usually 
given	as	controls	in	the	annex,	for	instance,	ISO/IEC	27001:2015	
contains 114 controls, or in type B MSSs [ISO/IEC, 2015b]. 
In	general,	type	B	MSSs	provide	guidelines	or	more	specific	
requirements, possibly related to a particular topic, that guide 
organizations in the implementation of their MS. Type B MSSs 
are,	in	turn,	not	certifiable.	Management	standards	are	another	
kind of standard that may provide implementation guidance for 
particular	aspects	of	an	MS,	for	example,	ISO	31000:2018	[ISO,	
2018], the international standard for risk management.

Due to the harmonization of their high-level structure, many 
ISO	MSSs	contain	uniform	terms	and	definitions	(point	3).	
Some of them, which are listed in most MSSs under point 3, 
are	given	in	the	following:	

objective: result to be achieved 
Note	1	to	entry:	An	objective	can	be	strategic,	tactical,	or	
operational. 
Note	2	to	entry:	Objectives	can	relate	to	different	disciplines	
(such	as	finance,	health	and	safety,	and	environment).	They	
can	be,	for	example,	organization-wide	or	specific	to	a	
project,	product,	or	process.	(…)
Note	4	to	entry:	In	the	context	of	[topic]	management	sys-
tems,	[topic]	objectives	are	set	by	the	organization,	consis-
tent	with	the	[topic]	policy,	to	achieve	specific	results.

policy: intentions and direction of an organization as formally 
expressed by its top management

process: set of interrelated or interacting activities that uses or 
transforms inputs to deliver a result 

Note	1	to	entry:	Whether	the	result	of	a	process	is	called	an	
output, a product or a service depends on the context of 
the reference.

requirement: need or expectation that is stated, generally 
implied or obligatory

11  Annex SL Appendix 2 of [ISO/IEC, 2021]. 

12  Annex SL Appendix 2 of [ISO/IEC, 2021].

Note	1	to	entry:	“Generally	implied”	means	that	it	is	custom	or	
common practice for the organization and interested parties 
that the need or expectation under consideration is implied.
Note	2	to	entry:	A	specified	requirement	is	one	that	is	
stated, e.g., in documented information”.11

As already outlined, points 4 to 10 of the HLS characterize the 
different stages of an MS, whether in terms of requirements 
(type A MSSs) or guidelines (type B MSSs). An important feature 
of MSSs is that they are not value-based, but instead they sup-
port organizations in setting up a management system based 
on their organizational context (point 4). This includes, amongst 
others,	the	identification	of	all	interested	parties	and	stake-
holder expectations. According to MSSs, organizations should 
determine the scope and functionality of their respective MS 
only	after	they	understand	the	specific	challenges,	risks,	and	
expectations within their internal and external environment.

The introduction of a management system also requires 
commitment and directional decisions by leadership (point 5). 
In	particular,	leadership	shall	ensure	that	the	objectives	to	be	
achieved by the management system are established. More-
over, they shall be aligned with the overall governance of the 
organization and supported by respective policies and guide-
lines. The HLS also sets out requirements on how to formulate 
objectives,	which,	for	example,	should	be	as	measurable	as	
possible.12	A	reliable	commitment	to	objectives	also	requires	
that roles and responsibilities are clearly assigned in this regard. 
Given the scattered responsibilities discussed in Section 1.2.2, 
this is a particularly critical aspect when it comes to the man-
agement of AI-related issues.

To	achieve	set	objectives,	appropriate	procedures,	processes,	
and technical-organizational measures need to be planned 
and implemented (points 6 and 8). Regarding ISMS, for 
example,	a	core	objective	is	to	protect	information	as	an	asset	
from possible sources of damage like attacks, errors, vul-
nerabilities, and nature. Typical processes that organizations 
establish within an ISMS are risk assessment, constant moni-
toring of risks, evaluation of the effectiveness of processes 
in place, and updating of processes and measures in order 
to improve them. Possible technical-organizational measures 
within an ISMS are, for instance, the training of employees to 
create awareness of security risks, access control, encryption 
of data, physical protection of machines and devices from 
accidents or attacks, video surveillance, and screen locks.

MSSs also point to the fact that appropriate support (point 7) 
is needed to implement the planned processes and measures. 
Depending on the purpose of the MS, this may range from 
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(competent) human resources and awareness to technical 
assets and precautions. Another important aspect of support 
within every MSS is documentation of the MS and other 
relevant information. More detailed requirements regarding 
documented information are given in the HLS. On the one 
hand, documentation of relevant information can support 
transparency and accountability. On the other hand, regard-
ing the use of AI, documentation can be useful for evaluating 
an AI system and identifying sources of errors or failures.

Finally, a crucial aspect of the HLS is the regular evaluation of 
the management system in place (point 9). To this end, the 
organization shall perform internal audits at planned intervals 
within which conformity of the implemented and maintained 
processes	with	the	policies	and	objectives	established	by	its	
governance is checked. According to ISO terminology,

“Audit: systematic and independent process for obtaining 
evidence	and	evaluating	it	objectively	to	determine	the	extent	to	
which	the	audit	criteria	are	fulfilled”.13

Moreover, management reviews shall be drawn up at planned 
intervals. The goal of performance evaluation is to ensure that 
deviations from requirements are detected and addressed so that 
the management system is continuously improved (point 10).

2.2 Introduction of the AIMS Draft

The	technical	committee	ISO/IEC	JTC	1/SC	42	Artificial	Intelli-
gence	is	developing	a	number	of	standards	in	the	field	of	AI,	
addressing various aspects from general process related issues 
such as AI risk management to technical product-oriented 
standardization of issues such as ISO/IEC WD 42001, Working 
Draft	on	“Information	Technology	–	Artificial	Intelligence	–	
Management System”.

The	Artificial	Intelligence	Management	System	(AIMS)	stan-
dard is being developed to help organizations that provide or 
use AI to manage their policies and processes to achieve their 
objectives.	The	standard	does	not	distinguish	the	type,	size,	
and nature of organizations that are using it.

The	main	part	of	the	AIMS	Draft	defines	requirements	
regarding policies, general processes, and functions. 

1. The organization is supposed to identify all the stakeholders in 
the context of an AI system. In particular, the roles of provid-
er, developer, user, and partner (for example, data provider) 
are important. The needs and requirements of these parties 
are	identified,	and	the	scope	of	the	AIMS	is	thus	defined.

13  Annex SL Appendix 2 of [ISO/IEC, 2021].

2. The	top	management	is	supposed	to	be	dedicated	to	defin-
ing	goals	and	objectives	for	the	AIMS	and	ensuring	that	
all the required resources are assigned for performing the 
selected	policies.	The	policy	definition	is	important	in	the	
context	of	AIMS:	it	must	be	documented,	communicated,	
available, and require the purposes of an AI system.

3. As	a	consequence	of	having	defined	requirements,	the	
organization shall identify the risks related to them. There 
must be a risk assessment process to identify, analyze, and 
evaluate risks related to AI systems, and this must be clear-
ly	documented.	For	each	identified	risk,	the	organization	
shall	find	a	corresponding	control	to	mitigate	this	risk.

4. Particularly important for an AI system provider is to identify 
the	objectives	for	the	system	and	usage	of	the	system,	that	
are aligned with the organizational policy and stakeholders’ 
requirements.	Examples	of	the	objectives	are	given	in	Annex	
B of the draft and include fairness, security, safety, privacy, 
robustness, transparency and explainability, accountability, 
availability, maintainability, availability, and quality of train-
ing data, AI expertise.

5. AIMS shall be supported by an organization on the level of 
required resources, competent employees, and awareness 
among	employees,	including	communicating	the	objectives	
and policies.

6. The thorough documentation requirements on the AIMS.
7. Finally, as a common requirement for a management 

system, the constant internal and external audit is required 
to check the conformity of the functioning system to the 
documentation and standards. The results of an audit are 
used for continuous improvement of the AIMS.

Annex A of the AIMS Draft provides the set of controls that 
can be adapted by an organization for achieving selected 
objectives.	This	list	identifies	main	groups,	and,	in	case	of	
need,	the	organization	can	introduce	different	specific	con-
trols.	The	central	specification	in	the	context	of	a	management	
system is a policy. On the high level, the main requirement for 
a policy in AIMS is to be aligned with the business strategy and 
values of an organization and also with the regulations and risk 
environment of the organization. The policy should identify the 
scope	of	AI	in	the	organization,	the	objectives,	and	the	han-
dling of processes. It is important to mention, that AIMS-relat-
ed policies might intersect with other management systems, 
for example, related to security and safety. In such cases, the 
other management systems should be updated to include 
AI-related controls. Implementation of an AIMS in an organiza-
tion requires design ating responsibility roles, for example, for 
risk assessments, impact assessments, asset and resource man-
agement, security, privacy, development, performance, human 
oversight,	supplier	relationship.	The	second	aspect	specified	is	
the establishment of a related reporting system.
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The next recommendation is related to the resources needed for 
the AI system. These include data, human resources, and techni-
cal tools (algorithm types, data conditioning tools, optimi zation 
methods, evaluation methods, machine learning tasks, machine 
learning approaches). All the resources for the AI system must 
be documented in order to support the further impact and risk 
assessment. For data, it is particularly important to specify the 
origin,	category,	and	classes;	the	algorithms	must	be	specified	
in how they are preprocessing data, what machine learning 
approaches are used; system (computational) resources must be 
carefully selected and described with respect to the stage of the 
development; and human resources have to include data scien-
tists, researchers in ethics and society, human oversight experts, 
AI researchers, and other specialists. Each of the resource types 
should	be	carefully	identified	with	respect	to	the	requirements	of	
the corresponding stage of an AI system lifecycle.

An impact assessment is important to the organization of a trust-
worthy AI provider. The corresponding processes in the AIMS 
must	define	the	evaluation	of	both	the	benefits	and	risks	that	are	
presented to the stakeholders, including the organization itself. 
This contrasts with the usual risk assessment within a manage-
ment system, extending the risks with the overall impact of an AI 
system on all the stakeholders. The activity concerned with the 
analysis of impacts should be integrated into the processes ensur-
ing the trustworthiness of AI, for example, risk management, in 
the organization and be properly documented for further usage. 
Three	large	groups	of	potentially	affected	subjects	are	individuals,	
society as a whole, and the organization itself. On the individuals’ 
level, it is important to understand the risks related to privacy, 
interpretability, fairness, and safety. On the level of the society, 
the harm to the environment, the health of the society, and the 
alignment to culture and values shall be considered. 

The next part in the AIMS Draft is the management of the 
development lifecycle of the AI system. The processes for 
responsible AI development shall be set up so that they are 
aligned	to	the	overall	policy	and	objectives	with	respect	to	the	
AI	system.	The	organization	has	to	define	what	constitutes	
the	objectives	of	the	responsible	development	in	each	exact	
situation, which again refers to the fairness, security, etc. (Annex 
B of the AIMS Draft). Each phase of the AI system lifecycle shall 
be	managed	correspondingly.	The	objectives	of	the	develop-
ment and success indicators are to be documented; the design 
solutions (such as machine learning approach, algorithms, how 
the model will be trained and with what data, evaluation and 
refinement	of	the	models,	hardware	and	software,	code)	are	to	
be	documented;	strict	verification	and	validation	criteria	should	
be	fixed;	deployment	has	to	consider	the	possible	changes	in	
the environment and include a set of requirements that should 

be met every time before the new setup; most importantly, 
the operation shall be logged and controlled, all the updates 
and	fixes	provided	correspondingly	and	controlled	to	meet	the	
requirements of all the stakeholders involved. In particular, the 
last stage refers to the post-market monitoring of the AI system, 
where the minimal considerations include monitoring for gener-
al errors, performance expectations correspondence; monitoring 
of performance in case of continuous learning; monitoring for 
the concept drift and possible retraining; processes for updates 
introduction in case of failures; support processes for users. 
Finally, the data quality shall be controlled and documented, 
which is expanded into a separate control recommendation. It 
is important to emphasize the role of the data in any AI system. 
In particular, high requirements should be met by the privacy 
and security consideration of the data question, as well as 
transparency of data provenance processes. The details of the 
data selection shall be determined and documented, including 
aspects like the amount of data needed, sources of the data, 
types of the data. The quality and the pre-processing of the 
datasets	are	additional	controls	that	should	be	defined.

The responsible use of an AI system is considered in terms of 
separate policy controls. In the case where an organization is 
using an AI system provided (developed) by another organiza-
tion,	the	responsible-use	process	must	be	set	up	by	defining	the	
objectives	that	must	be	achieved	(from	the	list	of	fairness,	securi-
ty, etc., see Annex B of the AIMS Draft). The third-party relation-
ship shall be clearly documented to ensure disentanglement 
of the chain of responsibilities (as discussed in Chapter 1) and 
to ensure that all the providers are implementing the required 
controls for the responsible AI development/usage.

Finally, the security system be adapted to the AI system and 
take	into	account	AI-specific	threats	(such	as,	for	example,	
adversarial attacks or privacy attacks).

2.3 Analysis of the AIMS Draft  
  regarding the trustworthiness  
 requirements 

In this section we will analyze to what extent the AI manage-
ment	system	(AIMS)	Draft	proposed	by	ISO/IEC	JTC	1/SC 42/
WG 1 is suitable for supporting providers or users of AI appli-
cations in meeting relevant trustworthiness requirements. For 
this purpose, the AIMS Draft is compared with requirements 
and recommendations formulated by the High-Level Expert 
Group on AI (HLEG), the European Commission (EC), and 
the	German	Federal	Office	for	Information	Security	(BSI),	as	
described in Chapter 1.
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The	comparison	first	focuses	on	process-/management-re-
lated aspects. In particular, Section 2.3.1 analyzes to what 
extent the AIMS Draft covers processes and procedures 
associated with risk management, the planning of resources, 
data governance, and accountability. Section 2.3.2 follows a 
scheme as presented in the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog for 
trustworthy AI. It is structured along six technical dimensions 
of trustworthiness, supplemented by the discussion of trade-
offs between those dimensions and the issue of monitoring.

2.3.1 Process-view

The requirements and recommendations as formulated by 
the HLEG, EC, BSI, and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 have the 
objective	of	ensuring	the	responsible	and	trustworthy	devel-
opment,	deployment,	and	use	of	AI	systems.	Major	aspects	
of	this	objective	are	that	organizations	that	provide	or	use	AI	
systems control relevant risks on the one hand and, on the 
other, take responsibility for these risks. While the mitigation 
and control of risks can be addressed in large part through 
technical requirements for an AI system, none of the four 
instances	consider	system-specific	requirements	or	recom-
mendations in isolation from structures or processes within 
an organization. In particular, they emphasize the importance 
of regular reassessments of potential threats and risks in face 
of the dynamics of AI systems. Apart from risk management, 
the planning of resources, accountability, and data gover-
nance with a view to the deployment and use of AI systems 
are particularly emphasized. Only in an organizational culture 
that	is	sensitized	to	risks	and	clearly	defines	roles	and	respon-
sibilities with regard to AI systems can a trustworthy provi-
sion or use of AI, which also requires the implementation of 
technical measures for risk mitigation, be ensured.

2.3.1.1 Risk management

Definition
Risk management is a complex undertaking for organizations. As 
described	in	ISO/IEC	31000:2018,	the	international	standard	for	
risk management, it comprises iterative processes and procedures 
which	assist	an	organization	to	deal	with	factors	and	influences	
that make achieving their goals uncertain. Risk management is 
an iterative process comprising the assessment, treatment, mon-
itoring, review, recording, and reporting of risk. In particular, risk 
management is an integral part of decision-making and contrib-
utes to the improvement of management systems.14

Since AI systems often tackle complex problems in uncertain 
environments, they do not provide automation in the sense 

14   The description in this section is based on [ISO, 2018], p. 5.

that their actions and outcomes would be clearly predictable. 
Instead, the functioning of an AI system is usually opaque to 
humans, and its underlying decision rules evolve dynamically, 
so that AI gives rise to new imponderables for providers and 
users. Therefore, the HLEG, EC, BSI, and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/
WG 1 all prominently address the issue of risk management 
within their requirements and recommendations.

It should be noted that the four documents considered follow 
different notions of risk. In general, risk describes a potential 
(unexpected) effect which can arise from uncertain condi-
tions. While the HLEG and the EC predominantly consider 
risk	in	light	of	“negative	consequences	for	individuals	or	
the society” ([EC, 2021], p.2), putting particular emphasis 
on the safety, health, and fundamental rights of persons 
([EC, 2021], p.4),	ISO	defines	risk	in	the	international	standard	
for	risk	management	as	the	“effect	of	uncertainty	on	objec-
tives”	(ISO/IEC	31000:2018	see	[ISO/IEC,	2018]).	Thus,	ISO	has	
a more neutral view on risk in the sense that effects can be 
considered as positive or negative. However, in the standard 
for risk manage ment, risk is considered in terms of its effect 
or	conse	quences	for	the	organization	itself,	i.e.,	its	objectives,	
while the recommendations and requirements by the HLEG 
and the EC aim at controlling risks with a view to human 
well-being. Again differently, the BSI uses the term risk in its 
AIC4 catalog only in the context of concrete security incidents 
like leakage or corruption of data or the model, failure, attack, 
and bias, without specifying whether their effects should be 
consider ed with respect to the organization or other stake-
holders. Lastly, compared with the BSI, the HLEG, and the EC, 
the	most	general	definition	of	risk	is	given	in	the	AIMS	Draft	
as	“effect	of	uncertainty”,	deviating	from	the	original	defini-
tion in the international standard for risk management. This 
also leaves open whether effects on the organization itself, 
stakeholders, or third parties are considered here.

Comparison (see	Table	1:	Risk	management)
The recommendations and requirements about the scope, 
design, and implementation of risk management in the four 
documents considered are at different levels of detail. Apart 
from emphasizing the importance of risk management and that 
consideration of trade-offs should be part of it, the HLEG does 
not provide detailed recommendations on which risk man-
agement procedures and processes to implement in practice. 
However, the European Commission is more explicit. Article 9 
of the proposed AI regulation formulates requirements for a risk 
management system that shall be established by providers of 
high-risk AI systems. Like ISO, the EC sees risk management as 
a continuous iterative process. According to Article 9 of the pro-
posed	AI	regulation,	it	shall	comprise	the	identification,	analysis,	
and evaluation (based on the continuous monitoring of the AI 
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system) of risks as well as the adoption of suitable risk manage-
ment measures. Moreover, the EC requires testing procedures 
that	include	tests	against	preliminarily	defined	metrics	and	prob-
abilistic thresholds. Compared to this, the processes and pro-
cedures for risk management required in the AIMS Draft cover 
the requirements in Article 9 of the proposed AI regulation well. 
However,	the	AIMS	Draft	also	does	not	provide	more	specific	
guidance than the EC on how the respective processes shall be 
designed	or	implemented.	For	processes	regarding	the	identifi-
cation, analysis, and evaluation of risks, the AIMS Draft refers to 
ISO/IEC 23894, the international standard for AI risk manage-
ment		[ISO/IEC,	2021b],	while	the	issue	of	validation,	verification,	
and monitoring of AI systems is treated in the controls. 

In contrast, the BSI formulates more concrete requirements for 
several aspects of risk management, including, for instance, 
monitoring and assessment of possible threats and attacks 
with	respect	to	integrity,	availability,	confidentiality	and	
malfunction or misuse, consolidation of threat scenarios, and 
handling	of	AI	specific	security	incidents.	Still,	the	focus	of	the	
AIC4 catalog is on security threats, so it does not fully cover 
the broad spectrum of impacts of AI systems that are to be 
considered according to the HLEG and the EC.

When comparing the risk management requirements in the 
four documents, their different conceptions of risk could be 
problema tic in the sense that, even if the procedural recommen-
dations and requirements are the same, their implementation 
may yield seriously different results, depending on the concep-
tion of risk applied. To illustrate with an exaggerated example, 
let’s assume that a provider of an AI system understands risk in 
terms	of	potential	effects	on	its	business	goal,	which	is	profit	
maximization. The provider could have processes in place for the 
identification,	analysis,	and	evaluation	of	risks.	Let	us	assume	
that	one	risk	that	has	been	identified	is	that	users	could	be	
discriminated against by the system and that the provider would 
have to pay compensation as a result. The provider could set up 
a budget for discrimination cases, from which compensation 
would	be	paid.	If	this	is	economically	more	profitable	for	the	
provider than taking measures to remedy the discrimination, 
the provider would thus successfully manage risks with regard 
to achieving corporate goals. However, this example of risk 
management is complementary to risk management as required 
by the HLEG and the EC, which aim, among other things, to 
prevent harm to individuals and society, such as discrimination.

While	the	AIMS	Draft	does	not	relate	its	definition	of	risk	
directly to organizational goals, neither does it relate risk 
directly to the health, safety, and fundamental rights of 
individuals the way the HLEG and the EC do. The AIMS 
Draft addresses this discrepancy in the controls. There, it 
recommends fairness, security, safety, privacy, transparency 
and explainability, accountability, availability, maintainabili-
ty, availability, quality of training data, and AI expertise as 
possible	AI-related	organizational	objectives	when	manag-
ing risks. It thus provides a direction for risk management 
to work towards meeting the trustworthiness requirements 
of the European Commission. Moreover, in its controls, 
the AIMS Draft prominently addresses the notion of the 
impact	of	AI	systems	which,	similar	to	risks,	“can	include	
both	benefits	and	negative	impacts	or	harms”.	With	regard	
to impact, and apart from the impact on the organization 
itself, a clear recommendation is made to explicitly consider 
impacts to individuals and society, for instance concerning 
privacy, transparency, automated decision making, fairness, 
health, safety, culture, values, and the environment. Apart 
from the fact that the HLEG additionally considers impacts 
on fundamental rights, democracy, work, and skills, and that 
the	EC	emphasizes	that	specific	consideration	shall	be	given	
to whether the AI system is likely to be accessed by or have 
an impact on children, the AIMS Draft thus cuts across the 
majority	of	the	aspects	that	THE	HLEG	and	the	EC	associate	
with their view of risk. Further, the AIMS Draft requests orga-
nizations to integrate the process for assessing the impact of 
AI systems in their risk management approach. Even more, 
“conducting	impact	assessments”	is	recommended	as	a	
potential	topic-specific	policy	to	provide	additional	guidance	
for management.

To summarize, risk management, being an integral part of the 
decision-making of organizations, is a decisive factor for the 
trustworthiness of providers or users of AI systems. Risk man-
agement ranges from the discussion of technical dimensions (see 
Section 2.3.2), which build the technical basis for mitigation and 
control	of	AI	risks,	to	the	definition	of	AI	policies,	which	should	
be informed by the risk environment of the organization. As illus-
trated	in	this	section,	different	views	of	risk	are	reflected	in	the	
documents considered. Because the AIMS Draft  recommends 
the integration of AI impact assessment into the risk manage-
ment approach, it sets a suitable framework for addressing 
respective requirements by the upcoming AI regulation.
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Table 1: Risk management

 Risk management

HLEG  

ALTAI

Fundamental Rights impact assessment 

Requirement #4:

-  stakeholder participation in the design and development of an AI system; stakeholders should be  

consulted after deployment, for instance to give feedback

Requirement #6:

- evaluation of potential negative impacts of the AI system on the environment

- assessment of societal impact and impact on democracy

Requirement #7:

- ability to report on actions or decisions that contribute to the AI system’s outcome

-		process	for	third	parties	(e.g.,	suppliers,	end-users,	subjects,	distributors/vendors,	or	workers)	to	report	

potential vulnerabilities, risks, or biases in the AI system

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 9:

-  ‘risk management system shall consist of a continuous iterative process run throughout the entire life-

cycle	of	a	high-risk	AI	system,	requiring	regular	systematic	updating.	It	shall	comprise	the	following	steps:

	 (a)		identification	and	analysis	of	the	known	and	foreseeable	risks	associated	with	each	high-risk	AI	

system;

 (b)  estimation and evaluation of the risks that may emerge when the high-risk AI system is used in accor-

dance with its intended purpose and under conditions of reasonably foreseeable misuse;

 (c)  evaluation of other possibly arising risks based on the analysis of data gathered from the post-market 

monitoring system referred to in Article 61;

 (d)  adoption of suitable risk management measures in accordance with the provisions of the following 

paragraphs.’

-  risk management shall include suitable testing procedures. ‘Testing shall be made against preliminarily 

defined	metrics	and	probabilistic	thresholds	that	are	appropriate	to	the	intended	purpose	of	the	high-risk	

AI system.’

-		‘specific	consideration	shall	be	given	to	whether	the	AI	system	is	likely	to	be	accessed	by	or	have	an	

impact on children’

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Security and robustness:

-  continuous assessment of security threats and countermeasures (monitoring and assessment of possible 

threats	and	attacks	with	respect	to	integrity,	availability,	confidentiality	and	malfunction	or	misuse;	con-

solidation in threat scenarios)

- risk exposure assessment (threat models, analyze probability and impact of occurrence)

- regular risk exposure assessment (regular re-evaluation of security threats, also in  

  case there are new threats)

- residual risk mitigation (in case the residual risk is still unacceptable)

Reliability:

-		handling	of	AI	specific	security	Incidents	(document	and	address	incidents,	consoli	date	them	into	new	

threat scenarios)

- backup and disaster recovery (policies and instructions, for back-up management)

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-		define,	document,	and	implement	responsible	AI	development	processes	that	consider	at	what	stages	

impact assessments should be performed

-  impact assessment process should integrate the concepts of impact to individuals and society as well as to the 

organization (impact on physical as well as intangible assets) itself

-  document impact assessments on the environment, health, and safety of society at large and norms, 

traditions, culture, and values

- understand impacts of use of data (privacy, security, transparency)

-  impact assessment should be integrated into the risk management approach of the organization
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2.3.1.2 Resources

Definition
The planning and allocation of resources (human or technical) 
are of practical relevance for the implementation of trust-
worthy AI.

Comparison	(see	Table	2:	Resources)
The table shows that the planning and management of 
resources are addressed only partly by the HLEG, the EC, 
and the BSI. Especially, they leave it open to the developer or 

provider of the AI system how to plan and allocate resources 
in	order	to	fulfill	the	other	(also	technical)	trustworthiness	
requirements. In contrast, allocation and planning of resources 
is a prominent element of any management system. Conse-
quently, the AIMS Draft pays explicit and dedicated attention 
to assure that proper handling of resources is performed in 
order	to	achieve	the	trustworthiness	objectives.

Table 2: Resources

 Resources

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #3:

-	Data	Protection	Officer	(DPO)	

Requirement #5 (from Ethics Guidelines):

- hiring from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and disciplines

Requirement #7:

- internal audits

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 17:

- resource management, including security of supply related measures

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Reliability: 

- resource planning for development  

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Main part:

-		when	planning	how	to	achieve	its	AI	objectives,	the	organization	shall	determine	what	resources	will	be	

required

- determine the necessary competence of persons doing work related to the AI performance

- ensure that these persons are competent, or take actions to acquire necessary competence

Controls:

-	‘AI	Expertise’	as	possible	organizational	objective	when	managing	risks	

- ensure availability of data resources, computing and system resources and human resources

-		define,	document,	and	implement	development	processes	that	consider	expertise	required	and/or	

 training of developers

2.3.1.3 Accountability

Definition
Accountability	refers	to	the	need	to	define	roles	and	respon-
sibilities for addressing the requirements regarding the 
trustworthiness of AI development and the use of AI. This is 
particularly important for structuring an organization as well 
as	for	supporting	the	certification	of	organizations.

Comparison (See	Table	3:	Accountability)
While the HLEG, the proposed EU regulation on AI, and the 
AIC4	standard	all	briefly	mention	accountability	as	an	import-
ant element of assuring the trustworthiness of AI, the AIMS 
draft	goes	into	much	more	detail.	This	reflects	the	focus	of	the	
AIMS,	as,	similar	to	“resources”,	clear	definitions	of	roles	and	
responsibilities are a central element of management. It should 
be	pointed	out	that	the	issue	of	“scattered	responsibilities”,	
as explained in Section 1.2.1, is, in particular, well recognized 
by the AIMS Draft allowing for tracing responsibilities across 
different stakeholders.
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Table 3: Accountability

 Accountability

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #7:

- ensure responsibility for the development, deployment and/or use of AI systems

-  when adverse impact occurs, there should be provided for accessible mechanisms that ensure  

adequate redress

- risk training, information about legal framework applicable to the AI system

- AI ethics review board or similar mechanism

Requirement #3:

-	possibility	to	flag	issues	with	view	to	privacy	and	data	protection

Requirement #5:

-	possibility	to	flag	issues	with	respect	to	discrimination	or	unfair	bias

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 17:

- an accountability framework setting out the responsibilities of the management and other staff with  

  regard to all aspects listed in this paragraph (this refers to the quality management system)

Article 62:	

- reporting of serious incidents and of malfunctioning to market surveillance authorities

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Reliability:

- resource planning for development  

Security and robustness: 

-		implementation	of	countermeasures:	The	suitability	of	implemented	countermeasures	as	well	as	residual	

risks must be formally accepted by the risk owner. In case the risk owner does not accept the remaining 

level of risk, SR-07 must be considered.

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Main part:

-		when	planning	how	to	achieve	its	AI	objectives,	the	organization	shall	determine	who	will	be	responsible

- internal audits of the AI management system

Controls:

-	‘Accountability’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	responsible	AI	development	

- ensure that organization understands its responsibilities and remain accountable for these

- policy for AI which should be informed by regulations, legislation, and contracts

- processes for responsible use of AI (laws and regulations applicable to the organization)

- ensure that responsibilities in AI lifecycle are allocated between organization, its partners, suppliers,  

  customers and third parties

- multi-stakeholder approach to development

- require suppliers to implement necessary controls 

- asset and resource management

-	defined	roles	and	responsibilities	for	development	and	performance

-	defined	roles	and	responsibilities	for	security

-	defined	roles	and	responsibilities	for	privacy

-	defined	roles	and	responsibilities	for	human	oversight

- impact assessments and risk assessments

-	topic-specific	policies,	for	instance	for	conducting	impact	assessments	or	for	AI	system	development

- ISO/IEC DIS 38507 describes how the governing body is accountable for the actions and decisions of the  

		organization;	those	policies	should	be	adjusted	if	the	organization	intends	to	use	AI	(wrt	policy	areas	such	 

  as data, compliance, risk) [ISO/IEC, 2021d]
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2.3.1.4 Data governance

Definition
Data governance unites the various aspects related to the 
activity involving data. In particular, data has to be assem-
bled, preprocessed, and validated. All the corresponding pro-
cesses	should	be	predefined,	keeping	in	mind	the	objectives	
of the trustworthy AI system development, and each activity 
should be documented.

Comparison	(see	Table	4:	Data	governance)
Data governance settlement is a requirement that is expressed 
in all the compared documents. In general terms, it relates 
to the infrastructure of the data processing for an AI system. 
Since any machine learning model is trained/tested using data 
samples, that is a mandatory part of the development process. 
All three documents (HLEG, EC, and BSI) emphasize the 

importance of having data management processes in place for 
use	in	AI	systems:	collection	and	quality	check,	and	integrity	
check. The HLEG emphasizes the tests, documentation, and 
protocols for data usage, while EC mentions preprocess-
ing and labeling, and problems of biases. BSI has the most 
thorough	separation	of	the	requirements	in	different	stages:	
development, operation, data selection, annotation, and 
repeating quality assessment. The HLEG and the BSI recom-
mend authorizing access to the data.

The AIMS Draft recommends taking training data expectations 
into	account	when	the	development	process	is	being	defined	
and implemented. It also includes the full description of the 
control for data governance inside the management system for 
the different stages of data usage. The availability and quality 
of	the	data	are	also	included	as	a	possible	objective	for	the	
AIMS formulation.

Table 4: Data governance

 Data governance

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #3:

- oversight mechanisms for data processing

- compliance with relevant standards for data management and governance

-	“data	governance	that	covers	the	quality	and	integrity	of	data	used”	[HLEG,	2019]

-	tests	and	documentation	of	datasets	for	quality	&	integrity

- data protocols to govern data access

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 10: 

- appropriate data governance and management practices (collection, preprocessing, labelling,  identify  

		shortcomings,	examination	of	biases,	…)

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Data quality:

- data quality requirements for development

- data quality requirements for operation

-	data	annotation	(define	requirements)

- data quality assessment (regular checks of data quality)

-	data	selection	(based	on	defined	assessment	requirements,	documentation	of	selection	process)

Data management:

- data management framework 

- data access management (access authorization)

- traceability of data sources (document the origin)

- credibility of data sources (assess credibility and usability, ensure credibility e.g., by encryption)  

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-	‘availability	and	quality	of	training	data’	as	possible	organizational	objectives	when	managing	risks	

- ensure availability of data resources

-		define,	document,	and	implement	development	processes	that	consider	training	data	expectations	and	

rules

-		determine	and	document	selection	of	data	(define	requirements	for	data	quality,	type,	amount	for	training,	

source, user demographics)

- ensure that data quality requirements are met (measure quality of data)
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2.3.2 Technical dimensions

In this sub-section, we consider the technical dimension of 
the trustworthiness of AI systems, structured in line with the 
guidelines of the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog for trustworthy 
AI. These technical dimensions describe the areas in which AI 
systems encounter other challenges than classical software 
systems.	Even	if	the	AIMS	Draft	is	restricted	to	the	definition	
of process and strategies within an organization, it clearly 
refers to those technical dimensions as well, as they result in 
requirements on the organization. Hence it makes sense to 
check whether the AIMS Draft is covering the same issues as 
defined	in	the	other	documents.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	
EU proposed regulation on AI foresees these requirements for 
high-risk AI systems only.

2.3.2.1 Reliability 

Definition
Reliability is a collective term for different aspects of the tech-
nical quality of an AI system. This includes the accuracy of the 
AI system, reliable functioning of the AI system under small 
disturbances of the input (robustness), and interception of 
errors where otherwise correct processing is not expected, in 
particular by suitable uncertainty evaluation of the outputs.

The risk area reliability under normal conditions is intended to 
ensure that the AI system operates with an appropriate degree 
of correctness/accuracy. This requirement is related to issues 
such as whether the AI system was developed and tested 
according to best practices and whether high-quality represen-
tative data were used in the process. Maintaining the quality 
of an AI system that continues to learn during operation is a 
particular challenge.

Comparison (see	Table	5:	Reliability	under	normal	conditions)
With respect to reliability under normal conditions, there 
emerge three requirement areas that are treated in varying 
degrees	of	detail	in	the	four	documents	considered:	perfor-
mance, data quality, and testing/validation methods.

A common feature of all the documents is that they demand 
an appropriate degree of performance, but leave the choice of 
evaluation metric(s) to the provider. In particular, the BSI and 
the	ISO	WG	demand	that,	in	addition	to	defining	relevant	KPIs	
and	performance	metrics,	the	organization	itself	should	define	
target values for the metrics and release criteria that match the 
organization’s goals.

An important factor for the quality of an AI system is the 
quality of the data that it is trained on and that it operates on. 
Accordingly, data quality is addressed in all the documents 
considered. While the requirements by the HLEG and the EC 
in this regard are rather high-level, the AIC4 catalog breaks 
them down further and explicitly distinguishes between data 
quality requirements for development, testing, and operation. 
The draft AI management system, on the other hand, does 
not indicate concrete, technical quality requirements for data, 
but rather treats the topic on a conceptual level. It names 
“availability	and	quality	of	training	data”	as	possible	organi-
zational	objectives	when	managing	risks.	Further,	it	demands	
that an organization considers requirements on training data, 
measures	the	quality	of	data,	and	ensures	that	the	defined	
requirements	are	fulfilled.

Regarding validation and testing procedures, the EC sets 
requirements for post-market monitoring but does not go into 
detail regarding the development process (apart from train-
ing data quality). While providers of high-risk AI systems are 
required to prepare technical documentation that includes the 
development	steps	and	the	verification	and	validation	methods	
used, the EC does not give a concrete indication of which mea-
sures	and	precautions	are	sufficient	to	demonstrate	conformity	
during development.

The AIC4 catalog, on the other hand, addresses requirements 
with respect to training, validation, and testing. In the descrip-
tion of its criteria as well as in their supplementary information, 
the AIC4 catalog gives, compared to the other documents, a 
more concrete indication of what its requirements mean and 
how they can be implemented in practice. For example, it 
demands	that	under-/overfitting	should	be	addressed	during	
model training and that validation should be performed on a 
so-called	“golden”	dataset.	Moreover,	it	explicitly	considers	
automated ML frameworks. In contrast, the draft AI man-
agement system by ISO does not specify concrete technical 
measures regarding the development of an AI system. How-
ever, it contains controls that guide organizations in setting up 
responsible	development	processes.	So,	it	names	“reliability”	
as	a	possible	guiding	objective	for	responsible	AI	development.	
Further, it demands that organi zations consider key aspects 
of responsible development, such as evaluation metrics and 
release	criteria,	requirements	for	development,	verification	
and validation measures, and a deployment plan. The drafted 
AI management system demands that organizations concret-
ize those aspects themselves, adapt them to their own goals 
and	conditions,	implement	them,	and	ensure	that	all	defined	
requirements are met.
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Table 5: Reliability under normal conditions

 Reliability under normal conditions

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #2:

-	ensure	sufficient	level	of	accuracy

- reliably behave as intended

- relevant, representative data of high quality

-	verification	and	validation	methods	to	evaluate	and	ensure	different	aspects	of	reliability

-	processes	for	the	testing	and	verification	of	the	AI	system’s	reliability

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 15:

- achieve appropriate level of accuracy 

- appropriate mitigation measures for ‘Feedback loops’ during continuous learning

Article 10:

- training, validation and testing data sets shall be relevant, representative, free of errors, and complete

Article 17:

-		techniques,	procedures	and	systematic	actions	for	the	design,	design	control,	design	verification,	develop-

ment, quality control and quality assurance 

- examination, test, and validation procedures to be carried out before, during and after the development 

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Performance and functionality:

-	definition	of	performance	requirements

- model selection and suitability 

- model training and validation 

- business testing 

- additional considerations when using automated Machine Learning    

Data quality: 

- data quality assessment (regular checks of data quality)

- preparation of training, validation and test data  

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls: 

-	‘Reliability’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	responsible	AI	development	

- impact assessment should consider predictable failures and their potential impact

- specify the business need

- document requirements for development and data pre-processing needs

- understand the impact of use of data (representativity of training data)

-		define,	document,	and	implement	responsible	AI	development	processes	that	consider	testing	require-

ments, training data expectations and rules, and release criteria

-		define	and	document	verification	and	validation	measures	(test	methodologies,	test	data,	release	criteria,	

relevant	KPIs	and	evaluation	metrics)

-	design	and	develop	the	AI	system	according	to	the	organizational	objectives

- deployment plan

- ensure that release criteria are met before deployment
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Definition (continued)
The robustness of an AI system refers to the quality with which 
the AI component (especially the ML model) processes disturbed 
input data that would be processed error-free under normal cir-
cumstances. Examples of such deviations are image distortions, 
noise from sensors, or general inaccuracies in the data. A special 
class	of	disturbances	is	the	so-called	“adversarial	examples”,	
where small deviations of the input data are generated in such a 
way that the output seriously deviates from the expected result. 
These examples can be the consequences of targeted attacks 
(which	are	treated	in	the	security	&	safety	dimension),	but	they	
are generally an expression of model weaknesses.

However, robustness, which aims at the correct functioning 
of the AI component, can usually not be achieved for an 
arbitrarily large input space. If failure of the AI component is 
foreseeable or unavoidable, or if a greater than usual number 
of incorrect outputs would lead to unacceptable risk, errors 
must be intercepted to limit potential damage. A key measure 
for this is the reliable detection of problematic input data for 
which meaningful processing cannot be expected or whose 
unchecked	processing	may	lead	to	unjustifiable	risk.	The	risk	
area interception of errors in the reliability dimension is 
closely related to the risk area functional safety since function-
al monitoring plays an essential role in both risk areas. From 
a	technical	point	of	view,	they	differ	in	that	“interception	of	
errors”	refers	to	(AI-specific)	detection	mechanisms	at	the	level	
of the AI component, whereas functional safety addresses clas-
sical mitigation measures. Especially, a detection mechanism 
at the model level can also trigger follow-up reactions from 
the area of functional safety, such as a roll-back to a previous 
version of the model.

Uncertainty about the correctness of an output is an intrin-
sic property of data-driven systems. ML-based AI systems 
often do not provide an unambiguous answer, but they can 
be viewed as a probabilistic function. Uncertainty evaluation 
is often an important component for safety reasoning. Thus, 
an	uncertain	result	should	be	confirmed	by	another	compo-
nent of the overall system or a human.

Comparison (see	Table	6:	Reliability:	Robustness,	error	handling,	
uncertainty)

When considering reliability in terms of how an AI system per-
forms under challenging conditions and how it handles errors, 
it should be taken into account that a uniform terminology has 
not yet emerged and that terms like ‘reliability’, ‘robustness’ 
or ‘resilience’ are differently connotated in the documents 

examined. Table 6 compares requirements regarding ‘robust-
ness’,	‘interception	of	errors’	and	‘uncertainty’	as	defined	in	
the introduction of this section. Moreover, the distinction as 
to whether errors are avoided/handled by the AI component 
or by its embedding is not made explicit in any of the four 
documents, so that some requirements can be interpreted 
as belonging to both the reliability dimension and the safety 
dimension.

Although a concrete, quantitative description of this require-
ment hardly seems possible, all four documents emphasize 
robustness as an important aspect of trustworthy AI. 

The HLEG and EC require a consistent performance of the AI 
system on a range of inputs that should be tested accordingly. 
Moreover,	the	EC	explicitly	mentions	“adversarial	examples”	
and	model	flaws	to	be	considered	by	technical	solutions.	

On the other hand, the AIC4 catalog sees robustness as 
strongly related to security. Its testing requirements focus 
on attacks that are based on the violation of data integrity 
and the exploitation of model vulnerabilities. Here, the AIC4 
is again more concrete than the other documents about poten-
tial attack scenarios and countermeasures, among which it also 
includes privacy and cybersecurity methods. With regard to 
the interception of errors, the AIC4 is also the only one among 
the four documents which explicitly demands checks of user 
requests to detect malicious inputs. 

The drafted AI management system suggests robustness, 
in terms of consistent performance on typical input data, as 
a	possible	organizational	objective	when	managing	risks.	
However, in contrast to the other documents, the drafted AI 
management system does not provide for any concrete tech-
nical control or requirement related to the implementation of 
robustness apart from testing. In particular, it does not require 
organizations to have processes in place for the detection of 
malicious inputs, as, for example, demanded in the AIC4.

Both the ALTAI and the AIC4 catalog address the uncertain-
ty of AI systems. They require an indication as to how likely 
errors of the AI system are. In particular, the AIC4 demands a 
sensitivi ty analysis of the performance metric against subparts 
of	the	input	space.	Neither	the	proposed	regulation	nor	the	
drafted AI management system address this issue. Especially, 
the drafted AI management system does not suggest orga-
nizational	procedures	for	handling	low	confidence	results,	as	
demanded by the HLEG.
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Table 6: Reliability: Robustness, error handling, uncertainty

 Robustness Interception of errors Uncertainty

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #2:

-  robustness when facing 

changes

-  work properly with a range 

of inputs and in a range of 

situations15

-  verification	and	validation	

methods to evaluate and ensure 

different aspects of reliability

Requirement #2:

-  system should indicate how 

likely errors are16

Requirement #4:

-  procedures for handling low 

confidence	of	results

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 15: 

-  consistent performance through-

out the lifecycle

-  technical solutions to address AI 

specific	vulnerabilities	

-  measures to prevent and control 

for ‘adversarial examples’ or 

model	flaws

Article 15: 

-  technical solutions to address AI 

specific	vulnerabilities

- resilience against errors, faults or  

  inconsistencies that may occur  

  within the system or its  

  environment

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Security and robustness:

-  testing of learning pipeline 

robustness (tests to measure 

the risk associated with data 

integrity, simulate attacks based 

on manipulated data)

-  testing of model robust-

ness (tests to exploit model 

vulnerabilities)

-  implementation of counter-

measures

Security and robustness:

-  continuous assessment of security 

threats and countermeasures  

(monitoring and assessment of 

possible threats and attacks with 

respect to integrity, availability, 

confidentiality	and	malfunction	

or misuse, consolidate in threat 

scenarios)

-  risk exposure assessment (threat  

models, analyze probability and  

impact of occurrence)

-  regular risk exposure assessment  

(regular re-evaluation of SR-02, or 

in case there are new threats)

-  residual risk mitigation (in 

case the residual risk is still 

unacceptable)

-  implementation of countermea-

sures (e.g., anomaly detection)  

Reliability:

-  monitoring of model requests  

(to detect malicious requests)

Performance and functionality:

-		definition	of	performance	 

requirements	(including	confi-

dence levels)

15  From [HLEG, 2019b] key requirement #2, section ”reliability and reproducibility”.

16	 	From	[HLEG,	2019b]	kex	requirement	#2,	section	“accuracy”.
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 Robustness Interception of errors Uncertainty

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-  ‘Robustness’ as possible 

organizational	objective	when	

managing risks 

-  performance assessment meth-

odologies which may require 

controlled introduction of 

erroneous or spurious data

Controls:

-  processes for response to errors  

and failures of the AI system 

-  processes for repair of errors  

and failures

-  processes for updating the 

system

2.3.2.2 Safety and security

Definition
Mitigating	risks	in	terms	of	safety	and	security	is	a	major	
challenge that must be solved by a combination of classical 
measures	(from	functional	and	cyber	security)	and	AI-specific	
methods - and thus in close coordination with the technical 
measures for reliability.

Functional safety refers to the goal of ensuring that an AI 
system does not lead to conditions where human life, health, 
property, or the environment are at risk in case of malfunction.

The goal of security, on the other hand, is to prevent 
undesired	external	influences	on	the	system,	for	example	by	
humans	or	other	machines.	New	attack	vectors	have	evolved,	
particularly on the integrity and availability of AI applications, 
such as the spying out of the model or sensitive training data, 
or the targeted manipulation of training data, which can 
result in a functional change of the system. Precautions must 
be taken to prevent this.

Comparison	(see	Table	7:	Safety	and	security)
In terms of safety, the HLEG, the EC, and the BSI consistent-
ly require resilience against errors and faults. While the BSI 
specifies	requirements	that	take	off	on	backup	management,	
the EC and the HLEG additionally mention technical solutions, 
which, for example, may involve redundancy.  

The draft AI management system highlights safety as a 
possible	organizational	objective	for	responsible	development	
as well as for risk management. In this regard, it demands 
processes for response and repair of errors and failures. 
Although it does not go into (technical) detail, the draft does 
set a framework into which procedures for backup manage-
ment and failsafe, as demanded in the proposed regulation, 
can be placed.

With respect to security, the HLEG and the EC address cyber-
security on the one hand, and, on the other, also demand that 
resilience	against	(new)	AI-specific	attacks	and	vulnerabilities	
needs to be achieved. 

Similarly,	the	BSI	requires	appropriate	handling	of	AI-specific	
security issues, whereby it explicitly includes classical security 
measures for the protection of data integrity, such as access 
management and encryption.

The ISO highlights security and availability as possible guiding 
objectives	for	development	and	risk	management.	Instead	
of directly referring to cybersecurity standards, as the HLEG 
does, the AI management system aims to achieve compliance 
with the organization’s security policy, whereby it demands 
that	AI-specific	threats	also	need	to	be	controlled.	However,	
the draft management system does not prescribe concrete 
technical measures.
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Table 7: Safety and security

 Functional safety Integrity and availability

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #2:

-  process to continuously measure and assess risks or 

threats such as design or technical faults, defects, 

outages, misuse, inappropriate or malicious use

-  fault tolerance should be ensured via, e.g., 

redundancy

- failsafe fallback plans

Requirement #2:

- compliance with relevant cybersecurity standards

- assessment of potential forms of attacks

-		resilience	against	AI-specific	attacks	and	vulner-

abilities (data poisoning, model inversion, model 

evasion)

- red-team/pentest 

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 15:

-  resilience against errors, faults or inconsisten-

cies that may occur within the system or its 

environment

-  technical redundancy solutions, which may 

include backup or fail-safe plans

Article 15: 

-  measures to prevent and control for attacks 

trying to manipulate the training dataset  

(‘Data poisoning’)

-  resilience against attempts to alter use or perfor-

mance by exploiting the system vulnerabilities

-  technical solutions aimed at ensuring the 

cybersecurity

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Reliability:

-	backup	and	disaster	recovery:

-  policies and instructions with safeguards to  

avoid loss of data and model(s)

- procedures for back-up management

- at least annual tests of recovery procedures  

Security and robustness:

-  continuous assessment of security threats and 

countermeasures (monitoring and assessment 

of possible threats and attacks wrt integrity, avail-

ability,	confidentiality	and	malfunction	or	misuse,	

consolidate in threat scenarios)

-  risk exposure assessment (threat models, analyze 

probability and impact of occurrence)

-  regular risk exposure assessment (regular re-evalua-

tion, or in case there are new threats)

-  residual risk mitigation (in case the residual risk is 

still unacceptable)

- implementation of countermeasures

Reliability:

- monitoring of model requests 

-	handling	of	AI	specific	security	incidents		

Data management:

- data access management 

-  credibility of data sources (ensure credibility e.g., 

encryption)

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-		‘Safety’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	 

responsible AI development 

-		‘Safety’	as	possible	organizational	objective	 

when managing risks

-  understand the impact of use of data  

(security and safety threats)

-  processes for response to errors and failures  

of the AI system 

- processes for repair of errors and failures

- processes for updating the system

Controls:

-		‘Privacy	and	security’	as	potential	guiding	objec-

tives for responsible AI development 

-  ‘Security’ and ‘Availability’ as possible organiza-

tional	objectives	when	managing	risks

-  understand the impact of use of data (security 

and safety threats)

-  AI systems should be compliant with the organi-

zation’s security policy 

-		ensure	that	AI-specific	threats	are	addressed	by	

existing security measures 

- consider security threats during the full lifecycle
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2.3.2.3 Data protection

Definition
AI systems often rely on processing huge amounts of data 
that contain sensitive information. These can be personal data, 
which are protected by the General Data Protection Regula-
tion, as well as other information worthy of protection, such as 
the model itself or trade secrets.

The data protection requirements for AI systems are often much 
higher than for conventional IT systems, as AI systems frequently 
combine data that was previously not linked, and AI-based pro-
cesses create new opportunities for linking. Both classic cyberse-
curity	methods	such	as	encryption	and	AI-specific	methods	such	
as federated learning can be used to protect personal as well as 
business-related data.

Comparison	(see	Table	8:	Data	protection)
The recommendations to the data protection can be split 
into two areas – related to the personal data of people, that 
is used for training models, and related to the business data, 
which also includes information about the model itself. HLEG 

recommends estimating the impact that can be induced by an 
AI system on the private data of the users. All three docu-
ments suggest con sidering cybersecurity measures to protect 
the business-related private information. While HLEG does not 
provide details on the possibilities for implementing the data 
protection, the EC docu ment suggests pseudo-anonymization 
and encryption. BSI con centrates on recommending the imple-
mentation of countermeasures against both types of privacy 
corruption. The AIMS standard draft pays attention to the 
privacy aspects as the goal when an AI system is developed, 
as well as when the properties of the data used are analyzed. 
In particular, privacy is the recommendation for analysis on the 
impacts of an AI system as well as the aspect that determines 
the responsibilities of the stakeholders in the case when pri-
vate	data	is	involved	in	the	process.	Nevertheless,	the	security	
aspects of the system, with relation to the privacy of the 
business	data,	are	addressed	rather	briefly	among	the	possible	
objectives	of	the	responsible	development	of	an	AI	system.

Similarly, the AIMS draft directs an organization to assure 
cybersecurity standards and check the privacy-related issues that 
appear when an AI system is being developed and delivered.

Table 8: Data protection

 Protection of personal data Protection of business-related data

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #3:

-  consider the impact of the AI system on the  

right to privacy, the right to physical, mental  

and/or moral integrity and the right to data  

protection

-  technical measures for data protection to achieve 

compliance with GDPR (‘Privacy-by-design’)

 Requirement #2:

- compliance with relevant cybersecurity standards 

-  resilience against model inversion (i.e., leakage of 

model parameters) 

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 10: 

-  security or privacy-preserving measures (e.g., 

pseudonymization, encryption) in case special  

categories of personal data are processed 

Article 15: 

-  technical solutions aimed at ensuring the 

cybersecurity

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Security and robustness:

-  implementation of countermeasures (for privacy,  

in order to prevent attacks – which corresponds  

to their understanding of robustness)

Security and robustness:

-  implementation of countermeasures (counter-

measures against threat models derived from 

threat	scenarios	identified	in	SR-01:	these	include	

threats like leakage of data or model, model 

stealing attacks, membership inference attacks) 

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-		‘Privacy’	as	possible	organizational	objective	 

when managing risks

- determine privacy impacts of the AI system

-  identify and comply with the applicable obliga-

tions related to PII processing

-  reference to controls such as those described in 

ISO/IEC 27701 [15]

Controls:

-		‘Privacy	and	security’	as	potential	guiding	objec-

tives for responsible AI development 
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2.3.2.4 Transparency

Definition
The transparency of AI applications comprises various aspects, 
such as the technical explainability of outputs, their reproduc-
ibility, and the traceability of the AI system.

The challenge of explainability is that many AI technologies 
(e.g., those realized by using large neural networks) are 
based on mathematical models in which many thousands 
or	millions	of	parameters	are	fitted	to	so-called	training	
data.	The	meaning	of	these	parameters	is	often	difficult	for	
humans to understand, which is why the systems are referred 
to	as	“black	boxes”.	However,	it	may	be	essential	for	the	
responsible use of an AI application that the factors that 
led to its results can be understood by a human (explain-
ability for users). Transparency should also be established 
(at a deeper technical level) for experts so that they can 
validate the system, trace possible weaknesses and causes 
of	errors,	and,	if	necessary,	make	adjustments	to	the	system.	
It is also important for human oversight – a human can take 
over control in the case of erroneous behavior. In the case 
of black-box models, explainability can be achieved through 
downstream technical tools. In addition, several AI models 
are a priori interpretable by humans, such as rule-based 
models. Which procedure is used to realize a particular AI 
system depends on the individual case. In particular, it should 
be noted that higher comprehensibility and interpretability 
can be at the expense of the robustness and performance of 
the AI system so that careful consideration is necessary here.

A set of requirements on trustworthy AI systems deals with 
technical measures that assure that the decisions of the AI 
system	can	be	traced.	The	final	goal	is	often	that	the	system	
developer or provider can approve the proper functioning 
of the system in a potential system audit. As the notion of 
auditability in the context of organizations is often referred 
to as the transparency of an organization and its processes 
for external audit, we use here the term traceability of an AI 
application to describe its readiness for possible (internal or 
external) system audits. This comprises, in particular, detailed 

technical documentation of the structure, development, and 
functioning of the AI application, as well as the data used 
for this purpose. These aspects can also enable operators to 
trace	specific	outputs	of	the	AI	application	or	the	cause	of	
errors in liability issues. The reproducibility of outputs and of 
the ML model itself also plays a role here.

Comparison (see	Table	9:	Transparency)
Explainability (transparency) for users is addressed by the 
HLEG, the EC, and the BSI. The recommendation is to inte-
grate technical mechanisms in order to obtain explanations 
for particular decisions of the system. Moreover, the expla-
nations	should	correspond	to	the	person	obtaining	it:	if	it	is	a	
layperson, domain specialist, or developer. In particular, the 
EC addresses the need for the explainability for the persons 
who perform a human oversight function so that they can 
take over control in case of failures. While the HLEG empha-
sizes the need for explainability, especially in the case when 
humans’ lives are affected, the BSI recommends assessing the 
degree of interpretability required. The BSI also recommends 
the processes for testing and evaluating interpretability. All 
three documents recommend proper documentation of the 
system and logging its performance, thus addressing the 
traceability aspect of transparency. Moreover, for the EC it is 
also important regarding the post-market monitoring, which 
is addressed in Chapter 2.3.1, and all the organizations 
show the importance of the data sources and characteristics 
being documented (which is also related to data governance 
addressed in Chapter 2.3.1).

The AIMS standard draft addresses the need for explainability 
by recommending that it is one of the goals of the AI system 
development and part of the impact assessment. Possibly the 
aspects related to the human oversight and cases of human 
life affected by an AI system can be addressed more directly. 
With respect to the aspect of the documentation for trace-
ability,	the	AIMS	standard	includes	most	of	the	needed	sides:	
documentation of the data, resources, and all the develop-
ment stages. Record keeping and logging, however, are not 
mentioned explicitly, thus addressing only partly the need for 
transparency of an AI system for later inspections.
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Table 9: Transparency

 Explainability for users Transparency for experts Traceability  

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #4:

-  technical processes and rea-

soning behind an AI system’s 

decisions should be explained 

to users and affected persons 

to the degree possible 

Requirement #417:

- technical explainability

-  suitable explanation of the deci-

sion-making process whenever 

an	AI	system	has	a	significant	

impact on people’s lives

-  explanation should be adapted 

to expertise of the stakeholder 

(e.g., regulator, researcher)

Requirement #4:

-  mechanisms and procedures 

for record-keeping to allow for 

traceability of outputs

Requirement #7:

-  facilitate internal or external 

audits as appropriate

-  documentation of processes 

and record-keeping

Requirement #2: 

-  relevant data should be docu-

mented and, if appropriate, spe-

cific	contexts/scenarios	should	

be taken into account to ensure 

reproducibility

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 13:

-  technical measures to facilitate 

the interpretation of the out-

puts by the users

Article 14:

-  tools and methods to facilitate 

the interpretation of the out-

puts by the individuals to whom 

human oversight is assigned

Article 12:

- automatic recording of events

- logging

Article 11:

-  a technical documentation of 

the AI system shall be drawn up 

in such a way to demonstrate 

compliance with the criteria 

in Chapter 2 of the proposed  

European regulation18

Article 61:

-  post-market monitoring system 

shall allow the provider to con-

tinuously evaluate compliance 

with the requirements  

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Explainability:

-  assessment of the required  

degree of explainability 

-  provide explanations about  

why	a	specific	output	was	 

produced, as appropriate

-  explanations must be tailored  

for the recipients (such as  

subject	matter	experts,	devel- 

opers, users) 

Explainability:

-  assessment of the required 

degree of explainability 

-  testing the explainability of the 

service

-  provide explanations about why 

a	specific	output	was	produced,	

as appropriate

-  explanations must be tailored 

for the recipients (such as sub-

ject	matter	experts,	developers,	

users)

Performance and functionality:

-  regular service review (logging 

user	feedback,	failures,	…)

Reliability:

-  logging of model requests 

(for backtracking failures and 

incidents)

-  backup and disaster recovery 

(back-ups for data and model)

Data management:

-  traceability of data sources 

(document the origin)

17	 	The	content	in	this	cell	is	taken	from	[HLEG,	2019b],	section	on	the	key	requirement	“transparency.”	The	ALTAI	does	not	explicitly	take	up	explainability	for	experts.	

18  The criteria in Chapter 2 of the Proposal for Regulation are risk management, data and data governance, record-keeping, transparency, human oversight, accuracy, 

robustness,	and	cybersecurity.	The	minimal	elements	to	be	covered	by	the	technical	documentation	are	described	in	Annex	IV	of	the	proposed	regulation	[EC,	2021].
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 Explainability for users Transparency for experts Traceability  

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-  ‘Transparency’ as potential 

guiding	objective	for	responsible	

AI development 

-  ‘Transparency and explainabili ty’ 

as	possible	organizational	objec-

tive when managing risks

-  understand the impact of use of 

data (transparency and explain-

ability aspects)

Controls:

-  ‘Transparency’ as potential 

guiding	objective	for	responsible	

AI development

-  ‘Transparency and explainabili ty’ 

as	possible	organizational	objec-

tive when managing risks

-  understand the impact of use of  

data (transparency and explain-

ability aspects) 

Controls:

-  document information about the 

data utilized (origin, categories)

-  document information about 

types of computing resources 

utilized (algorithm types, evalua-

tion methods, machine learning 

approaches, etc.)

-  document information about 

system resources utilized

-  documentation of AI system 

design

- system architecture diagram

-  documentation of development 

process

-		documentation	of	verification	

and validation measures

-  documentation of deployment 

plan

-  document pre-processing of 

data

2.3.2.5 Human agency and oversight

Definition
This dimension of trustworthiness deals with the tension 
between human autonomy on the one hand, and the auto-
nomy of the AI-based system on the other. The meaning of 
autonomy in this context is the degree of automation of the 
AI system; in particular, the extent to which it determines the 
means for achieving its goals itself.

An essential means of preserving human autonomy in the use 
of AI systems is human oversight. Depending on the applica-
tion context and the criticality of the AI system, humans must 
be granted appropriate intervention and revision options.

In order for users to be able to decide and act autonomously, 
they must also be provided with all the necessary information. 
Users and those affected by AI systems should not only know 
that they are interacting with one (i.e., the AI system is labeled 
as such) but should also be adequately familiarized with the 
use of the system. Finally, users should be informed about 
the capabilities and limitations of the AI system and the risks 
associated with its use.

Comparison	(see	Table	10:	Human	agency	and	oversight)	
The views on the human oversight aspect are rather different 
for the three organizations. The HLEG addresses the high 
level	of	human	oversight	requirements:	a	“STOP”	button	

and	the	possibility	of	performing	oversight	with	specifically	
trained people. The EC gives many more details, such as the 
need for a suitable interface for oversight and the need for 
different ways of interruption depending on the situation. 
The BSI puts the main emphasis on the performance tracking 
and corrective measures needed in case of low performance. 
At the same time, in relation to the information provided to 
the human stakeholders, all the recommendations address 
the provision of full documentation to users, including expla-
nations of the automation, possible risks, purposes, etc. The 
BSI talks about more technical aspects, such as information 
about logging, training, and interpretability approaches. 
The HLEG and EC are more concentrated on the high-level 
impacts, interaction, and human rights.

The AIMS standard draft recommends having a reporting 
system that helps to perform oversight; the recommendations 
also	include	resource	specification	for	human	oversight	as	
well as including it in the development phase. More tech-
nical details largely overlap with the recommendations for 
the audibility of an AI system. It recommends that users are 
provided with information about updates; the communication 
about the AI management system is also mentioned. Possibly, 
the stakeholder-oriented information dissemination might be a 
valuable addition.
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Table 10: Human agency and oversight

 Human oversight Information and capabilities of users

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #1:  

- human oversight as appropriate

- ‘Stop button’

- detection mechanisms  

-  training for humans which oversee the system

Requirement #3:  

- oversight mechanisms for data processing

Requirement #1: 

- disclose the use of AI  

-  avoid/prevent manipulation of humans, over-reli-

ance, disproportionate attachment, or addiction

Requirement #4:

-  information about purpose, capabilities, and lim-

itations of the AI system as appropriate 

- material on how to adequately use the system

Requirement #2:

- inform users about risks related to general safety

- information about level of accuracy

-  inform end-users about the given security coverage 

and updates

Requirement #6:

- inform impacted workers

-  ensure that workers understand how the AI 

system operates

- provide training opportunities and materials

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 14: 

-  appropriate human-machine interface tools such 

that the AI system can be effectively overseen by 

natural persons

-  human oversight measures to detect and address 

dysfunction and unexpected performance

-  ability to decide not to use the system or other-

wise override or reverse the output

-  ability to intervene or interrupt the operation

-  individuals assigned for oversight should fully 

understand the capacities and limitations of the 

system

- be aware of automation bias

Article 10:

- residual risks shall be communicated to the user

Article 13:  

-  instructions for use, provide information to users 

about:	characteristics,	capabilities,	and	limitations	

of performance (purpose, level of accuracy, circum-

stances/misuse which may lead to risks) changes 

to the systemhuman oversight measurestechnical 

measures for explicabilityexpected lifetime, main-

tenance, and care measures 

Article 15: 

-  levels of accuracy and accuracy metrics in the 

instructions of use

Article 52: 

-  inform natural persons if they interact with an AI 

system, unless this is obvious from the context 

-  inform natural persons if exposed to emotion 

recognition or biometric categorization 

-  disclosure of ‚deep fakes‘ (unless authorized by law)
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 Human oversight Information and capabilities of users

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Performance and functionality:

-  monitoring of performance (provider assigns 

personnel to continuously compute and monitor 

the	performance	metric(s)	defined	in	PF-01.	In	

scheduled intervals (at least quarterly) reports on 

the performance)

-  impact of automated decision-making (proce-

dures/measures for users to update or modify 

automated decisions)

Reliability:

-  corrective measures to the output (by authorized 

subjects)

System description: 

-  information about goals/purpose, design, and 

application of the AI system 

- assumptions and limitations of the model

-  information about what users are required to 

do in case of security incidents (handling of AI 

	specific	security	incidents)

- inform about impacts of the AI system

- training procedure and selection of training data

- inform about logging (RE-02)

-		quantification	and	limits	of	the	robustness	of	the	

AI system

-  technical limitations of implemented transparency 

methods	(EX-01)	

-		BI-01,	BI-02	&	BI-03:	inform	user	about	identified	

biases and possible implications and with which 

metric the bias was measured

Performance and functionality:

-		fulfillment	of	contractual	agreement	of	perfor-

mance requirements (make deviations transparent 

to users)

Data quality:

-  data quality requirements for operation (make them 

transparent)

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-  resources necessary can include roles related to 

human oversight

-		define,	document,	and	implement	develop-

ment processes that consider human oversight 

requirements

-  document potential effects of automated decision 

making

Main part:

-  make sure that workers are competent (e.g., by 

education, training, or experience)

-  determine internal and external communication 

relevant to the AI management system

Controls:

- support process for users during operation

- information to users about updates

2.3.2.6 Fairness

Definition
Fairness	in	the	sense	of	avoiding	unjustified	discrimination	by	
AI systems is an important requirement for trustworthiness. 
“Unfair”	behavior	of	AI-based	decision	support	systems	
may result from the fact that they often learn their behav-
ior from historical training data. Such training data may be 
unbalanced or biased. For example, if the data contains a 
bias against a particular group, an AI-based decision support 
system may adopt it. Another source of discrimination by 
AI systems is the statistical underrepresentation of certain 
groups of people in the training data, which results in lower 
performance of the AI system on that subset of the dataset 

and thus may also lead to unfair behavior. Accessibility refers 
to	the	requirement	that	specific	groups,	such	as	persons	with	
disabilities, are not discriminated against.

To	operationalize	fairness,	the	first	step	is	to	find	a	quantifiable	
concept of fairness. Furthermore, technical countermeasures 
must be taken to ensure that bias is not continued or even 
reinforced in the model.

AI systems should be user-centric and designed in a way to 
be accessible to all people, independent of their age, abilities, 
gender, or characteristics. This makes an AI system fair in a 
way that it can be used.
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Comparison	(see	Table	11:	Fairness)
Unfairness	in	an	AI	system	is	twofold:	unfairness	in	the	
treatment	of	the	objects	of	decision	and	unfairness	in	the	
ability of stakeholders to use the AI system (accessibility). 
While	the	first	aspect	is	addressed	by	all	the	three	docu-
ments, the second aspect is mentioned only in the HLEG 
recommendations. While the HLEG recommends that the 
fairness characteristic is selected and assessed directly, 
the EC and BSI mainly recommend checking the data and 
model for the presence of biases, without addressing the 
identification	of	unfairly	treated	persons.	With	regard	to	

accessibility, the HLEG and EC recommend checking wheth-
er it is possible for end-users with restricted abilities to use 
the system.

As with previous technical requirements, fairness is one of the 
recommended goals of a trustworthy AI development, accord-
ing to the AIMS standard draft. Also, the processes related to 
the data quality checks include recommendations for addressing 
bias checks, as well as considering bias in the impact assess-
ment	checks.	Accessibility	is	included	as	an	objective	in	both	the	
responsible development and use of an AI system.

Table 11: Fairness

 Non-discrimination Accessibility

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #5: 

- unfair bias in the AI system should be avoided

-	appropriate	definition	of	fairness	

-		identification	of	subjects	that	could	be	(in)directly	

affected by the AI system

- diverse and representative data 

-  adequate measures in the algorithm design 

against potential biases 

-		measuring	and	testing	of	the	applied	definition	

of fairness

Requirement #5: 

- accessibility to a wide range of users 

- universal design principles 

-  particular consideration or involvement of poten-

tial end-users with special needs

-  assessment of risks of unfairness onto user 

communities

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 10: 

-  examination of datasets in view of possible biases

Article 15:

-  possibly biased outputs shall be addressed with 

appropriate mitigation measures

Article 69:

-  codes of conduct may further contain a voluntary 

commitment to meet additional requirements, 

provided that the codes of conduct set out clear 

objectives	and	contain	key	performance	indicators	

to	measure	the	achievement	of	those	objectives.

Such additional requirements may relate to environ-

mental sustainability, accessibility to persons with 

disability, stakeholders participation in the design 

and development of the AI systems, diversity of the 

development teams.

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Performance and functionality:

-  model training and validation (absence of 

bias, trade-off between bias mitigation and 

performance)

Bias:

-  assessing the level of bias (evaluation of data and 

model with fairness metrics)

- mitigation of detected bias 
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 Non-discrimination Accessibility

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Controls:

-		‘Fairness’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	

responsible AI development 

-		‘Fairness’	as	possible	organizational	objective	

when managing risks

-  impact assessment should consider bias and 

relevant demographic groups

-  performance criteria should consider all aspects 

of operational performance that could impact 

stakeholders

-  ensure that data does not have statistical biases 

and does not lead to biased output

Controls:

-		‘Accessibility’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	 

responsible AI development 

-		‘Accessibility’	as	potential	guiding	objective	for	 

responsible AI use

-  impact assessment should consider quality of  

service impacts (such as based on demographics)

2.3.2.7 Handling of trade-offs

Definition
It should be noted that the concrete requirements to be placed 
on	an	AI	system	in	order	to	fulfill	trustworthiness	depend	to	
a high degree on the technology used and the context of the 
use of the AI system. One challenge here is that the different 
fields	of	action	of	trustworthiness	cannot	be	assessed	inde-
pendently	of	each	other,	but	rather	conflicting	goals	may	arise.	
For example, an increase in performance, such as recognition 
performance	in	object	recognition	on	image	data	by	so-called	
deep neural networks, can be at the expense of traceability, or 
an increase in transparency can lead to new attack vectors in 
terms of IT security.

Comparison	(see	Table	12:	Handling	of	trade-offs)
The main goal of the recommendations with respect to trade-
offs between different technical requirements is to make clear 
their presence and analyze possibilities and the consequences of 
the choice made. So, the HLEG and EC discuss the need to doc-
ument and examine any trade-offs in an AI system. The BSI has 
a more limited and concrete recommendation to address trade-
offs between performance and fairness, as well as performance 
and transparency (explainability).

The AIMS standard draft does not address the handling pro-
cesses and related documentation for trade-offs. We would 
recommend mentioning the need for a discussion of trade-offs 
in the AIMS as well.

Table 12: Handling of trade-offs

 Discussion of trade-offs

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #7:

-  trade-offs should be explicitly acknowledged and evaluated in terms of their risk to safety and ethical prin-

ciples, including fundamental rights. Any decision about which trade-off to make should be well reasoned 

and properly documented

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Annex IV, 2b): 

-  decisions about any possible trade-off made regarding the technical solutions adopted to comply with 

the requirements [in Chapter 2 of the document] should be described

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Performance and functionality: 

- trade-offs between performance and bias mitigation

Explainability:

- trade-off between transparency and performance

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001
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2.3.2.8 Post-market monitoring

Definition
Another difference between ML-based models and classic soft-
ware is that the operational environment and the AI systems can 
in principle evolve and change during operation. A distinction 
is	made	here	between	so-called	“concept	drift”	and	“model	
drift”.	In	the	case	of	“concept	drift”,	the	distribution	of	the	data	
normally to be expected and/or the real-world context repre-
sented by the model change in the operational environment, so 
that	the	model	reflects	this	correspondingly	less	correctly	and	
must be retrained. Thus, an AI-based pedestrian-recognition 
system that has been trained in its learning process only with 
images of pedestrians without mouth-to-nose coverings will 
struggle to achieve the same performance for images of pedes-
trians	wearing	such	mouth-to-nose	coverings.	“Model	drift”,	on	
the other hand, refers to the possibility that the training process 
of the ML model continues in active operation, for example, by 
the system continuing to learn through user feedback.

Moreover, multiple aspects of the system performance can be 
assessed only through the life performance, especially in the 
cases with expensive/not available data. Thus, special handling 
of the post-production should be in place for an AI system to 
be trustworthy, providing support to the end users in cases of 
failures.

It is worthful noting that post-market monitoring requires 
organizational as well as technical measures to be taken. 

Regarding organizations, processes responsibilities must be 
defined	and	documented,	and	resources	must	be	allocated	
that perform the post-market monitoring. Technically, mea-
sures must be foreseen within the AI system that produce 
metrics during the operation of the AI system which allow 
for the assessment of all the technical dimensions discussed 
above. Obviously, these two aspects of post-market monitor-
ing	are	mutually	dependent:	Establishing	a	monitoring	process	
to monitor a system that does not produce any metrics would 
be as useless as a system producing relevant metrics that are 
not used by anyone.

Comparison	(see	Table	13:	Post-market	monitoring)
The HLEG addresses the requirements of the system with 
respect to the model and data drift, and also recommends 
monitoring the performance and adherence of the system. 
The EC addresses the issue of post-market monitoring from 
a higher level and recommends collecting and analyzing data 
related to the system performance, which will allow for con-
tinuous checks against the requirements. The BSI addresses all 
the questions related to post-production security and safety 
but also recommends logging for improving performance and 
reliability, as well as checking for biases in data.

The AIMS standard draft emphasizes the need for post-market 
monitoring for detecting errors and possible ways to improve 
performance (the need to retrain). Possibly, recommendations 
for continuous security and safety checks, as well as data quali-
ty checks, might be added for completeness.

Table 13: Post-market monitoring

 Post-market monitoring

HLEG  

ALTAI

Requirement #2:

- monitoring of the level of accuracy

- continuous evaluation of reliability

- processes to continuously measure and assess risks related to general safety

- risks of continual learning should be addressed

Requirement #4:

- measures to continuously assess the quality of the input data and the output

Requirement #7:

-  process to discuss and continuously monitor and assess the AI system’s adherence to this Assessment List  

for Trustworthy AI

European Commission 

Proposed regulation  on AI

Article 61:

- post-market monitoring system as proportionate, based on a post-market monitoring plan

-  shall actively and systematically collect, document and analyze relevant data on the AI system’s performance

- shall allow the provider to continuously evaluate compliance with the requirements  
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 Post-market monitoring

BSI  

AIC4 catalog

Security and robustness:

-  continuous assessment of security threats and countermeasures (monitoring and assessment of possible 

threats	and	attacks	wrt	integrity,	availability,	confidentiality	and	malfunction	or	misuse,	consolidate	in	threat	

scenarios)

- risk exposure assessment (threat models, analyze probability and impact of occurrence)

- regular risk exposure assessment (regular re-evaluation of SR-02, or in case there are new threats)

- residual risk mitigation (in case the residual risk is still unacceptable)

Reliability:

-	handling	of	AI	specific	security	incidents	(consolidate	security	incidents	into	new	threat	scenarios)

Performance and functionality:

-		monitoring	to	performance	(provider	assigns	personnel	to	continuously	compute	and	monitor	defined	

 performance metric(s), reports on the performance in scheduled intervals – at least quarterly)

-		fulfillment	of	contractual	agreement	of	performance	requirements	(request	re-training	if	necessary,	 

make deviations transparent to users)

- business testing (tests before deployment + on regular basis with golden dataset)

- continuous improvement of model performance (if necessary, retraining after PF-02)

-		regular	service	review	(regular	review	of	user	feedback	and	failure	reports	by	subject	matter	expert,		 

action plan for necessary changes)

Reliability:

- logging of model requests (for backtracking failures and incidents)

- monitoring of model requests (to detect malicious requests, on a regular basis)

Data quality:

- data quality assessment (continuously)

Bias:

- assessing the level of bias (evaluation of data and model with fairness metrics)

- mitigation of detected bias 

- continuous bias assessment

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42/WG 1 

ISO/IEC WD 42001

Main part:

- determine what needs to be monitored and measured and how

- evaluate the AI performance

Controls:

-	‘Maintainability’	as	possible	organizational	objectives	when	managing	risks

-	define	elements	for	operation	and	monitoring

-		performance	monitoring	against	technical	performance	criteria	(performance	is	defined	very	general;	 

it can also mean fairness for example)

- monitoring for errors and failures

- identify need for re-training (monitoring concept or data drift)

- update processes, processes for reporting and repair of issues
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3.  Development of a  
Certification	Approach

An essential step in building trust in AI systems is to demon-
strate their quality in a credible and substantiated manner. 
A proven approach to do so in domains other than AI is 
conformity assessments against broadly recognized stan-
dards. The previous chapters have shown that requirements 
for trustworthy AI have also been prominently discussed and 
corresponding standardization and regulatory initiatives have 
become active. It was further elaborated that trustworthi-
ness in the case of AI cannot exclusively refer to technical 
properties, but also essentially depends on how well orga-
nizations are positioned to solve challenges in the face of AI 
and	to	manage	specific	risks.	Having	discussed	trustworthi-
ness requirements and management systems as a possible 
framework to implement these, this chapter now looks at the 
issue of attesting to conformity. In particular, the concept of 
certification	is	addressed	as	a	building	block	for	trustworthy	
AI.	Here,	in	accordance	with	the	previous	explanations,	certifi-
cation is considered both with regard to management systems 
and AI systems themselves.

Certification	denotes	the	final	stage	of	conformity	assessment,	
where - based on neutral inspection or testing, and in case of 
positive	results	-	the	conformity	of	an	object	with	previously	
defined	requirements	is	attested.	The	precise	ISO	definitions	
of	certification	and	related	concepts	are	given	in	Section 3.1. 
Several	entities	can,	in	principle,	be	the	object	of	conformity	
assessment	and	certification	in	particular,	for	example,	products,	
processes, services, systems, persons or organizations, and any 
combination	thereof.	Normally,	certification	involves	the	issuing	
of	a	written	statement	(certificate)	that	assures	that	specified	
requirements	are	met.	A	key	motivation	behind	certification	is	
that	a	certificate,	being	issued	by	an	independent	and	accredit-
ed body, gives third parties a well-recognized indication of the 
quality	or	desired	features	of	the	certified	object.	This	builds	
trust, contributes to branding, and thus creates competitive 
advantages. As illustrated by the example of management sys-
tems in Section 2.1, demonstrating conformity with established 
standards can also ease compliance dependencies and can even 
be a regulatory requirement in itself.

With the recently published proposal for AI regulation by the 
European Commission, it is becoming apparent that conformity 
assessments for AI will soon be established as part of mandatory 
approval and supervisory procedures for the European market. 
This	concerns	“high-risk”	AI	systems	which,	according	to	the	

EC’s	definition,	include	a	large	number	of	applications	that	are	
already an integral part of our everyday lives. On the one hand, 
the proposed regulation demands that providers demonstrate 
the conformity of such AI systems with (technical) requirements. 
On the other hand, providers of high-risk AI applications shall 
have a quality and risk management system in place. Depending 
on the type of AI system, conformity can either be declared 
by the provider itself or, for particularly critical applications, 
a	notified	body	will	have	to	be	involved	to	certify	conformity.	
However,	certification	schemes	are	needed	to	put	certification	
into	practice,	especially	when	it	comes	to	certifying	specific	
properties of AI systems. Section 3.2 considers approaches to 
certification	of	both	AI	systems	and	AI	management	systems.	
AIMS	certification	would	add	value	to	organizations	that	want	
to generate evidence that they are well positioned to solve chal-
lenges	in	the	face	of	AI	and	to	manage	specific	risks.

3.1 General terms

The ISO/IEC standard for conformity assessment (ISO/IEC 
17000:2020	[ISO/IEC,	2020b])	defines	several	concepts	
related to conformity assessment, such as inspection, testing, 
and	certification.	The	following	terms	and	definitions	are	
taken from this standard. We will make use of these terms in 
Section 3.2.

“conformity assessment: demonstration	that	specified	require-
ments	are	fulfilled

Note	1	to	entry:	The	process	of	conformity	assessment	[…]	
can have a negative outcome, i.e., demonstrating that the 
specified	requirements	are	not	fulfilled.
Note	2	to	entry:	Conformity	assessment	includes	activities	
[…]	such	as	but	not	limited	to	testing,	inspection,	validation,	
verification,	certification,	and	accreditation.
Note	3	to	entry:	Conformity	assessment	is	[…]	a	series	of	
functions. Activities contributing to any of these functions 
can be described as conformity assessment activities.”

“specified requirement: need or expectation that is stated
Note	1	to	entry:	Specified	requirements	can	be	stated	in	
normative documents such as regulations, standards, and 
technical	specifications.
Note	2	to	entry:	Specified	requirements	can	be	detailed	or	
general.”
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“object of conformity assessment: entity	to	which	specified	
requirements	apply	Example:	product,	process,	service,	system,	
installation,	project,	data,	design,	material,	claim,	person,	body	
or organization, or any combination thereof.”

“conformity assessment body: body that performs conformity 
assessment activities, excluding accreditation”

“accreditation body: authoritative body that performs 
accreditation 

Note	1	to	entry:	The	authority	of	an	accreditation	body	can	
be derived from government, public authorities, contracts, 
market acceptance or scheme owners.”

“first-party conformity assessment activity: conformity assess-
ment activity that is performed by the person or organization 
that	provides	or	that	is	the	object	of	conformity	assessment”

“second-party conformity assessment activity: conformity 
assessment activity that is performed by a person or orga-
nization	that	has	a	user	interest	in	the	object	of	conformity	
assessment”

“third-party conformity assessment activity: conformity 
assessment activity that is performed by a person or orga-
nization	that	is	independent	of	the	provider	of	the	object	of	
conformity	assessment	and	has	no	user	interest	in	the	object”

“conformity assessment scheme/conformity assessment program: 
set	of	rules	and	procedures	that	describe	the	objects	of	conformi-
ty	assessment,	identify	the	specified	requirements,	and	provide	
the methodology for performing conformity assessment”

“testing: determination of one or more characteristics of an 
object	of	conformity	assessment,	according	to	a	procedure	

Note	1	to	entry:	The	procedure	can	be	intended	to	control	
variables within testing as a contribution to the accuracy 
or reliability of the results.
Note	2	to	entry:	The	results	of	testing	can	be	expressed	
in	terms	of	specified	units	or	objective	comparison	with	
agreed references.
Note	3	to	entry:	The	output	of	testing	can	include	com-
ments (e.g., opinions and interpretations) about the test 
results	and	fulfillment	of	specified	requirements.”

“inspection:	examination	of	an	object	of	conformity	assess-
ment and determination of its conformity with detailed 
requirements	or,	on	the	basis	of	professional	judgment,	with	
general requirements”

19	 All	quotations	of	terms	and	definitions	are	from	[ISO/IEC,	2020b].

“attestation: issue of a statement, based on a decision, that 
fulfillment	of	specified	requirements	has	been	demonstrated

Note	1	to	entry:	The	resulting	(…)	“statement	of	conformi-
ty”,	is	intended	to	convey	the	assurance	that	the	specified	
requirements	have	been	fulfilled.	Such	an	assurance	does	
not, of itself, provide contractual or other legal guarantees.
Note	2	to	entry:	First-party	attestation	and	third-party	attes-
tation	are	distinguished	by	the	terms	declaration,	certifica-
tion, and accreditation, but there is no corresponding term 
applicable to second-party attestation.”

“declaration: first-party	attestation”

“certification: third-party	attestation	related	to	an	object	of	
conformity assessment, with the exception of accreditation”

“accreditation: third-party attestation related to a conformity 
assessment body, conveying formal demonstration of its com-
petence, impartiality and consistent operation in performing 
specific	conformity	assessment	activities”19 

3.2 Towards a certification of   
 trustworthy AI

Certification	is	a	proven	method	to	demonstrate	the	quality	
or desired properties of products, systems, or services for 
example. Based on an independent and expert attestation 
that	specific	requirements	are	being	met,	certificates	provide	
an	objective	benchmark	for	third	parties	who	themselves	
have	no	insight	into	the	certified	object.	Thus,	they	are	an	
important means to establish trust and, at the same time, 
increase	competitiveness.	Various	prerequisites	and	steps	
prior	to	AI	certification	have	been	discussed	in	the	previ-
ous chapters. Section 1.1 examines the question of which 
requirements can be used to characterize the quality and 
trustworthiness of AI systems. Section 1.2 discusses chal-
lenges	regarding	testing	and	verification	of	system	require-
ments. Further, Chapter 2 introduces a draft of a standard 
for AI management systems that describes those elements of 
an organization that should be implemented for the effective 
achievement of trustworthy AI. The questions that arise on 
the basis of these considerations are how the implementation 
of such a management system in accordance with require-
ments	can	be	objectively	confirmed	and	how	requirements	
of	trustworthiness	in	an	AI	system	are	certified.	Certification	
schemes are needed in both cases. In particular, abstract 
requirements need to be translated to a list of measurable 
and observable criteria that can be checked against the 
respective	object	of	certification	and	that	ensures	that	all	
desired properties are present in it.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, management systems, which are 
an established tool for organizations to effectively achieve 
their	objectives,	have	been	standardized	and	certified	for	
decades. In addition, Section 2.3 shows that the AIMS Draft 
describes a suitable framework for organizations to address 
AI risks as well as system requirements for trustworthy AI. As 
already	mentioned,	certification	of	AIMS	would	add	value	to	
organizations that want to generate evidence that they are 
well positioned to solve challenges in the face of AI and to 
manage	specific	risks.	Section 3.2.1 elaborates on the view 
that, given the long-standing approach to certifying manage-
ment	systems,	it	can	be	assumed	that	certification	of	AIMS	
can be implemented in a similar way.

However,	the	question	of	the	certifiability	of	AI	systems	is	
more complex. IT systems that can modify their decision rules 
during operation, or whose behavior is to a large extent not 
predictable and hence requires systematic human oversight 
and	risk	assessment,	have	not	been	the	object	of	certifica-
tion	to	date.	AI	specifics,	such	as	the	potentially	high	degree	
of autonomy, must be taken into account accordingly when 
defining	the	scope	of	certification	and	respective	certification	
schemes. Moreover, requirements for conformity assessment 
bodies	and	accreditation	need	to	be	defined.	An	interesting	
aspect	here	is	the	qualification	of	auditors	who	might	need	
to be competent not only in the area of data science but also 
in engineering, management, and, potentially, to a certain 
extent, in a particular application domain like medicine. Sec-
tion 3.2.2 discus ses steps that need to be taken towards AI 
certification	and	presents	an	approach	to	address	AI-specific	
challenges	when	it	comes	to	developing	certification	schemes.

3.2.1 Towards certification of AI management 
systems

As illustrated in the introduction and Chapter 2,	certification	of	
a management system (MS) generates evidence of the responsi-
bility and accountability of an organization and can simplify com-
pliance dependencies or regulatory obligations. Especially in view 
of the upcoming EU regulation, but also in light of AI incidents20 
that may weaken societal or customer’s trust and thus competi-
tiveness	of	the	AI	provider,	a	need	has	emerged	for	a	certificate	
that attests to the trustworthy use and responsible management 
of AI-related matters.

Section 2.3 shows that the AIMS Draft outlines a reliable basic 
framework for governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) in the 
context of AI, with room for maneuver for organizations in the 
concrete design of their management processes as well as the 
technical-organizational measures for AI risk control. This result 

20  For an overview of AI incidents, see [McGregor, n.d.].

gives a sense that AIMS can help organizations to effectively 
achieve	trustworthy	use	of	AI.	Furthermore,	certification	of	AIMS	
would add value to organizations that want to demonstrate 
trustworthiness to third parties, such as (potential) customers or 
business partners. Consequently, once the standard is published, 
the	necessary	arrangements	should	be	made	to	put	certification	
with AIMS into practice.

Certification	in	general	means	that	conformity	with	given	
requirements is attested by an independent party that has no 
particular user interest (see Section 3.1). The question of what 
requirements characterize such an independent party (confor-
mity	assessment	body	or	certification	body)	is	addressed	by	
the ISO committee on conformity assessment (CASCO) which 
develops policy and publishes standards related to conformity 
assessment. Especially, CASCO has published the international 
standard	“Conformity	assessment	-	Requirements	for	bodies	
providing	audit	and	certification	of	management	systems”	(ISO/
IEC	17021-1:2015	[ISO/IEC,	2015a])	that	formulates	require-
ments concerning, amongst others, the competence, indepen-
dence,	and	neutrality	of	certification	bodies	for	management	
systems.	Confirmation	that	a	body	in	a	defined	scope	meets	
(standardized) requirements and can competently perform 
certain conformity assessment tasks is called accredi tation and 
is	usually	a	sovereign	task.	Competent	and	neutral	certification	
bodies	will	also	be	needed	to	issue	certificates	for	AI	manage-
ment systems. In this regard, requirements for bodies that are 
supposed to certify AI management systems may be speci-
fied	in	addition	to	ISO/IEC	17021-1:2015.	How	ever,	it	can	be	
assumed that accreditation requirements, as well as the scope 
and	qualification	of	auditors	for	AIMS,	can	be	set	up	and	imple-
mented	in	a	similar	way	as	is	the	case	regarding	certification	for	
existing management system standards.

Another	essential	step	to	put	certification	based	on	AIMS	into	
practice	is	to	draw	up	a	corresponding	auditing	and	certification	
scheme. Such a scheme is intended to describe, among other 
things, by whom, under which conditions and according to 
which procedure or process AIMS is audited and, if successful, 
certified.	Moreover,	abstract	requirements	in	AIMS	need	to	be	
translated to a list of measurable and observable criteria that 
can be checked against and that ensures that all structures and 
processes that must be present in a particular AI management 
system are in fact implemented. Looking at the multitude of 
existing standards for management systems, auditing and 
certification	schemes	have	already	been	established	for	many	of	
them. In general, such schemes can be created, for instance, by 
governments,	regulatory	bodies,	certification	bodies,	industry,	
or trade organizations. They are often derived not only from 
requirements formulated within the respective MS standard but 
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also from controls and implementation guidance given as recom-
mendations in the standard. 

An example of a management system standard (MSS) that is, 
similar to AIMS, aligned with the ISO high-level structure (HLS, 
see Section 2.1) and for which there are proven auditing and 
certification	schemes,	is	ISO/IEC	27001:2013	[ISO/IEC,	2013],	
the	international	standard	that	specifies	requirements	for	
information security management system (ISMS). It belongs to 
a family of standards that, amongst others, comprises 

a	standard	that	defines	common	terms	and	vocabulary	
related to information security management systems  
(ISO/IEC	27000:2018	[ISO/IEC,	2018a]),
standards that provide implementation guidance regarding 
the	requirements	in	ISO/IEC	27001:2013	(for	instance	ISO/
IEC	27003:2017	[ISO/IEC,	2017a]	and	ISO/IEC	27005:2018	
[ISO/IEC, 2018b]),
a standard that provides guidelines for monitoring, mea-
surement, analysis, and evaluation of an ISMS (ISO/IEC 
27004:2016	[ISO/IEC,	2016]),	
a standard that, in addition to the requirements contained 
within	ISO/IEC	17021-1	and	ISO/IEC	27001,	specifies	
requirements and provides guidance for bodies providing 
audit	and	certification	of	an	ISMS	(ISO/IEC	27006:2015	see	
[ISO/IEC, 2015c]), 
and further standards that contain requirements and 
guidance	for	sector-specific	application	of	ISMSs	(ISO/IEC	
27009:2020	see	[ISO/IEC,	2020b]	and	ISO/IEC	27010:2015	
see	[ISO/IEC,	2015d]	to	ISO/IEC	27019:2017	see	[ISO/IEC,	
2017b]). 

Also,	the	German	Federal	Office	for	Information	Security	(BSI)	
has developed a holistic approach for implementing appro-
priate information security for organizations of all types and 
sizes.	The	methodology	of	this	approach,	known	as	“IT-Gr-
undschutz”21, is described in BSI standard 200-2 [BSI, 2017] 
and, together with BSI standard 200-3 on risk analysis and 
the	“IT-Grundschutz	Kompendium”,	which	contains	security	
requirements for different operational environments, forms 
a tool for selecting and adapting measures for the secure 
handling of information for an organization. Moreover, the 
BSI’s	“IT-Grundschutz”	methodology	describes	a	way	to	build	
an information security management system that is fundamen-
tally	compatible	with	the	requirements	in	ISO/IEC	27001:2013.	
Especially,	the	BSI	has	derived	a	certification	scheme	from	
“IT-Grundschutz”	[BSI,	2019]	and	acts	as	a	certification	body	
for ISMS.

21  For more information, see [BSI, n. d. a].

22	 	The	information	on	certification	and	auditing	according	to	ISO	27001	based	on	”IT-Grundschutz“,	that	is	given	in	this	and	the	previous	paragraph,	is	provided	in	

[BSI, 2019]. For more information, see also [BSI, n. d. b].

The	BSI	certification	scheme	for	ISMS	describes	the	interplay	
between	applicant,	auditor	and	certification	body	and	specifies	
the	course	and	time	frame	of	the	certification	procedure.	The	
procedure	starts	when	a	certification	request	is	submitted	to	
the BSI. In this regard, the scheme stipulates which documents 
the applicant must submit with the request. Moreover, some 
requirements	are	intended	to	protect	the	confidentiality	of	ref-
erence	documents.	If	the	certification	request	is	accepted,	an	
audit of the applicant’s ISMS is conducted, at the end of which 
an	audit	report	is	submitted	to	the	certification	body.	Eventu-
ally,	based	on	this	audit	report,	the	certification	body	decides	
whether	a	certificate	will	be	issued	or	not.	If	successful,	the	
certificate	is	valid	for	three	years,	provided	that	the	applicant’s	
ISMS passes annual control audits within that term.

From	the	description	of	the	BSI’s	certification	scheme	for	ISO/
IEC	27001:2013,	it	becomes	clear	that	audits,	especially	the	
one	in	the	procedure	for	initial	certification,	have	an	essential	
influence	on	the	awarding	or	retention	of	the	certificate.	Thus,	
the BSI, which is supposed to be independent and neutral in its 
function	as	a	certification	body,	intends	to	ensure	the	compa-
rability of audits and audit reports. Therefore, it has also devel-
oped	an	auditing	scheme	based	on	“IT-Grundschutz”	[BSI,	
2020b]. This stipulates, amongst others, that an audit consists 
of two phases. First, reference documents created by the 
applicant	are	reviewed.	Second,	an	on-site	audit	verifies	the	
practical implementation of the security measures documented 
in the reference documents for their adequacy, correctness, 
and effectiveness. To ensure the expertise, experience, and 
independence of auditors, it further requests that auditors 
are	BSI-certified	for	auditing	ISO/IEC	27001:2013	based	on	
“IT-	Grundschutz”.	Also,	the	format	and	content	of	the	audit	
report,	which	the	auditor	must	submit	to	the	BSI,	are	defined	
in detail in the auditing scheme.22

The	overview	of	the	certification	scheme	for	ISMS	given	in	the	
previous paragraphs provides an impression of what proce-
dures and higher-level requirements (e.g., for auditors) need 
to	be	defined	and	what	else	has	to	be	set	up	(e.g.,	schemes	
and	certification	bodies)	in	order	to	put	certification	of	AIMS	
into practice. It also becomes clear that for the development of 
certification	schemes	it	is	important	that	controls	and	recom-
mendations for the implementation of an AI management 
system are of such detail and scope that criteria can be derived 
which permit a practical evaluation of any such system. Look-
ing at the controls provided in AIMS, they seem to have an 
appropriate	degree	of	detail	so	that	certification	schemes	can	
be	derived	from	it.	Moreover,	proven	auditing	and	certification	
practices, undertaken in accordance with existing management 

\\\\me-server\\projekte_dp\\IAIS\\Abteilung_KD\\Microsoft-Studie\\Korrektur_Agentur\\translation\\[BSI, n. d.\\b]Zertifizierung\\Zertifizierung-und-Anerkennung\\Zertifizierung-von-Managementsystemen\\ISO-27001-Basis-IT-Grundschutz\\Zertifizierungsschema\\schema_node.html
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system standards like ISMS, yield a strong foundation for 
designing	a	certification	for	AIMS.

3.2.2 Towards certification of AI systems

The previous section elaborated on how organizations can 
make an essential contribution to safeguarding against AI 
risks and ensuring the quality of their AI products and services 
through organizational structures and processes. Especially, 
they can demonstrate trustworthiness through appropriate 
AI management. However, a central building block for quality 
and trust in AI systems still consists of implementing, proving, 
and eventually certifying technical system properties. Unlike 
AIMS, where it is perhaps possible to implement audits and 
certification	in	a	similar	manner	to	that	for	established	MSSs	
like ISMS, demonstrating the desired properties of AI systems 
(see Section 1.2.1) presents a greater challenge. This section 
discusses what needs to be taken into account when develop-
ing	certification	schemes	for	AI	systems.	In	particular,	based	on	
the considerations in the previous chapters, it becomes clear 
that system properties and their maintenance should not be 
tested	and/or	confirmed	in	isolation	from	the	existence	of	cor-
responding organizational structures and processes. Moreover, 
the approach of the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog [Poretschkin, 
2021] is presented, which follows the structuring of AI dimen-
sions as elaborated in [Cremers, 2019]. It offers a possible 
procedure	from	which	a	certification	or	auditing	scheme	for	
AI	systems	can	be	derived.	Finally,	aspects	of	a	certification	
infrastructure,	which	needs	to	be	created	to	put	certification	of	
AI systems into practice, are considered.

As [Shneiderman, 2020] illustrates, contributions to the trust-
worthiness of AI can be made from different points of view. 
He	distinguishes	between	“team,	organization,	and	industry”.	
While the team is responsible for verifying the development 
processes of the AI system and providing documentation trails, 
the organization should implement corresponding processes 
and manage resources and risks (which corresponds to the 
idea of an AI management system). At the industry level, a 
contribution	to	trustworthiness	can	be	made	by	defining	and	
im	plementing	certification	procedures	for	AI	systems.	In	this	
regard, in recent years many companies but also states and 
non-govern mental organizations have published AI ethics 
guidelines (see [Jobin, 2019]). Moreover, as broadly illustrated 
in previous chapters, regulators and standardization organiza-
tions	(specifi	cally	the	European	Commission,	but	also	national	
institutions	such	as	the	BSI	in	Germany)	have	shown	intensified	
efforts	to	impose	certification	requirements	on	broad	classes	of	
AI systems. As can be seen from Section 1.1	and 2.3, some of 
these requirements need to be further operationalized to make 
them	suitable	for	viable	auditing	and	certification	schemes.	If	
possible, requirements should range all the way down to the 
application- or even algorithm level and capture the entire range 

of interconnectedness from standalone software products to 
cloud services. However, in many cases, the operationalization 
of	requirements	strongly	depends	on	the	specific	application	
context. In other domains like IT security and functional safety, 
where a wide range of demands regarding the resistance to 
manipulation, resilience, or avoidance of unintentional misbe-
havior can result in quite diverse technical requirements for dif-
ferent systems, this challenge is addressed by risk-based testing 
and auditing approaches. These enable comparability between 
test results of diverse kinds of AI systems despite their highly 
different individual requirements. One concrete example of a 
risk-based	approach	is	the	methodology	of	“IT-Grundschutz”	
[BSI,	2017]	on	which	the	BSI’s	certification	scheme	for	ISO/IEC	
27001:2013	is	based	(see	Section 3.2.1).

Following the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog, a risk-based 
audit	and	certification	approach	can	be	adapted	to	AI	sys-
tems. The procedure presented in the Fraunhofer IAIS audit 
catalog is based on a detailed and systematic analysis of risks 
that is carried out separately for each technical dimension 
(see Section 2.3.2). The risk analysis is complemented by a 
documentation of measures that have been taken to mitigate 
the	risks	that	are	specific	to	the	respective	AI	system	to	an	
acceptable level.

The procedure of the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog stipulates 
that	first,	a	profile	of	the	AI	system	is	created	as	a	starting-	and	
reference point for the actual risk analysis in each technical 
dimension.	The	profile	specifies	the	intended	scope	and	func-
tionality of the AI system as well as the limits of its application. 
Subsequently, a risk analysis is conducted which consists of two 
steps.	In	the	first	step,	similar	to	“IT-Grundschutz”	([BSI, 2017]),	
the protection requirement is analyzed and categorized as 
low, intermediate, or high for each technical dimension. In the 
second step, those dimensions for which an intermediate or 
high	protection	requirement	has	been	identified	are	examined	
in more detail. Each technical dimension consists of several 
so-called risk areas that correspond to the basic risk classes 
within that dimension. For each risk area within a relevant 
dimension, a detailed risk analysis is conducted that especially 
takes	into	account	the	specific	application	environment	and	
context. Based on this risk analysis, requirements are formulated 
Agents involved in the development, deployment, or mainte-
nance of the AI system choose and document effective mea-
sures for risk mitigation in accordance with these requirements. 
This two-step procedure bears similarities to the standardized 
risk	management	as	detailed	in		ISO/IEC	31000:2018	(see	also	
Section 2.3.1.1), where risk assessment and risk treatment are 
separate steps within an iterative process.

The broad applicability of the risk-based procedure of the 
Fraunhofer	IAIS	audit	catalog	prohibits	quantitative	specifi-
cations of minimum requirements and thresholds that might 
fit	in	one	application	but	would	be	too	weak	or	restrictive	for	
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others. In addition, the wide spectrum of AI systems poses the 
challenge that both the possible hazards that are the cause of a 
risk and the measures for its mitigation cannot be presented in 
a complete and static list that a developer or auditor can refer 
to. The approach taken in the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog 
for addressing this inherent complexity is to let the AI system 
developer	explicitly	define	and	argue	which	goals	should	be	
achieved	in	the	specific	technical	dimensions	under	consider-
ation and how, for example, by which metrics the achievement 
of the goals should be measured. Application, documentation, 
and testing of risk mitigation measures then provide devel-
opers, auditors, and users with a practicable, usable scheme 
to substantially test and assess the risks and qualities of an AI 
system. The catalog provides a good orientation to most of the 
relevant state-of-the-art risk metrics and mitigation measures, 
which can be used as a reliable frame of reference.

Another important issue that should be taken into account 
when	developing	certification	schemes	for	AI	systems	is	that	
a lot of features that technically constitute a trustworthy AI 
system intrinsically require process regulation. This is already 
echoed in many of the trustworthiness requirements consid-
ered in Section 2.3,	since	AI-specific	risks,	for	example	those	
arising from continuous learning of the system or unpredict-
ability of results, can often only be effectively controlled in 
conjunction	with	human	oversight.	In	particular,	the	assess-
ment of technical requirements and implementation details is 
always valid only as a snapshot. Hence, the actual trustworthi-
ness of the AI system, especially one that continues to learn as 
it operates, remains questionable if its provider does not regu-
late and organize processes that guarantee both the adherence 
to	specified	requirements	and	a	continuous	and	thorough	
monitoring of its operation after it has gone into production. 
Thus,	auditing	and	certification	schemes	for	AI	systems	cannot	
exclusively refer to the examination of the technical system 
itself but should also include the examination of relevant orga-
nizational structures and processes.

A recently proposed concept by [Zicari, 2021] for the in spection 
and	certification	of	AI	systems	directly	links	the	assessment	of	
trustworthiness to the processes that are implemented in an 
organization. A more separating view in this respect is taken 
by the European Commission which requires that trustworthy 
AI shall be ensured through technical requirements for the AI 
system on the one hand and management-related obligations 
(in particular, risk management, post-market monitoring, and 
quality management) on the other. Regarding the former, 
[Mock et. al., 2021], for example, discuss the (technical) 
product-related view on trustworthy AI using the use case of 
autonomous driving. Also, the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog 
primarily takes a product view and provides a highly suit-
able procedure to address the technical requirements in the 
proposed AI regulation. In part, the audit catalog addresses 
relevant organizational processes within its so-called risk areas 

“control	of	dynamics”,	which	focus	on	the	monitoring	and	
maintenance of desired system properties and risk mitigation. 
However, the audit catalog does not look at organizations as 
comprehensively as AIMS does, in the sense that it would, for 
example, consider the planning of resources. Regarding the 
process-related requirements in the proposed regulation on AI, 
it is precisely via properly designed management systems that 
they can be addressed. Providing international standards for the 
certification	of	these	processes	adds	an	important	part	on	the	
way	to	AI	certification.

When	developing	a	certification	scheme,	the	validity	period	
of	certificates	must	also	be	regulated.	The	fact	that	prod-
uct tests or audits always represent only a snapshot of the 
system, cannot be easily solved. Approaches to continuous 
certification,	which	are	being	researched	in	the	cloud	area,	
for example, have not yet been established. Thus, given the 
dynamic nature of AI systems, regular control audits after 
initial	certification,	such	as	those	required	by	the	BSI’s	certi-
fication	scheme	based	on	“IT-Grundschutz”,	appear	to	be	
appropriate. Ensuring that processes and responsibilities for 
monitoring and maintaining system properties exist within an 
organization should also have an impact on the validity period 
of	product	certificates,	or	even	be	a	prerequisite	for	product	
certification	in	the	case	of	particularly	critical	applications.	One	
possible	approach	is	to	link	the	validity	of	product	certificates	
to	the	certification	of	AIMS.	If	not	being	a	set	prerequisite,	this	
could take the form, for example, of increasing the intervals of 
control	audits	of	the	AI	system	through	AIMS	certification.

In	addition	to	describing	the	specific	testing,	auditing,	and	
certification	procedure,	a	workable	certification	scheme	
should	also	define	requirements	for	auditors	or	assessors,	
for	example	in	terms	of	their	qualifications.	Here	it	should	
be taken into account that risks, especially for data-driven 
technologies such as ML, strongly depend on the applica-
tion	context	and	the	specific	domain.	Consequently,	it	can	
be	assumed	that	in	many	cases	domain-specific	expertise	is	
needed to derive requirements for an AI system and evaluate 
it.	Given	the	consideration	that	auditing	and	certification	of	
AI require examination of the system itself as well as, in part, 
processes within the organization, and, in addition, domain 
expertise	may	be	required,	the	qualifications	of	auditors	
should be appropriately broad. Another approach is to have 
interdisciplinary teams conduct the audit of an AI system. For 
example, testing of an application for image recognition in 
the	medical	field	could	be	performed	by	an	auditor	with	tech-
nical expertise in data science and engineering, together with 
an auditor with expertise in management and a radiologist.

Moreover,	accreditation	requirements	for	certification	bodies	
need	to	be	defined	that	address	the	specific	challenges	of	AI.	
The	international	standard	ISO/IEC	17065:2012	“Conformity	
assessment – Requirements for bodies certifying products, 
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processes, and services” [ISO/IEC, 2012] may serve as a guide-
line	and	be	developed	with	regard	to	AI	specifics.	In	particular,	
an infrastructure for testing AI systems needs to be further 
developed. As described in Section 1.2.1, testing and verifying 
system-related requirements is an active area of research that 
has not yet provided for comprehensive sets of AI testing tools. 
Thus,	another	step	that	needs	to	be	taken	to	put	certification	
of AI systems into practice is to establish test laboratories 
with (potentially standardized) testing tools that may become 
part of auditing schemes. Another challenge that needs to be 
addressed is the degree to which auditors are allowed to view 
technical	details	of	the	system	and	(confidential)	training	data	
and operational data in particular. In addition, operators often 
rely on external components, especially cloud services, due to 
the high computing power and data volumes required in the 
face of ML technologies. Thus, it is also necessary to regulate 
how insight into third-party components that are integrated 
into an AI system or traceability of their development process 
may not be possible.

In summary, the procedure suggested by the Fraunhofer IAIS 
audit catalog gives an idea that risk-based testing and auditing 
can	constitute	the	central	component	of	upcoming	certifi-
cation	procedures	for	AI	systems.	Compared	to	the	field	of	
management systems (see Section 3.2.1), what is still missing 
in	broad	areas	for	putting	audits	and	certification	of	AI	systems	
into practice, are globally accepted standards that could pro-
vide a reliable and binding framework. Cata logs such as the 
Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog or the BSI AIC4 catalog have the 
potential	to	fill	this	gap,	as	they	allow	a	substantial,	practical,	
and comparable risk assessment and can be employed by 
agents	of	all	levels	of	the	certification	hierarchy,	from	devel-
opers	and	users	of	AI	systems	to	regulatory-	and	certification	
bodies.	In	addition	to	defining	an	audit	and	certification	
scheme for AI systems, a corresponding infrastructure needs to 
be created that is suitable to put these schemes into practice. 
Here,	defining	the	qualification	of	auditors	and	establishing	
test laboratories and AI testing tools are key steps towards 
implementing	audits	and	certification	of	AI	systems.
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It is clear from the detailed analyses performed in this study 
that the AIMS draft is an important and adequate step towards 
achieving and supporting the trustworthy development and 
use of AI technologies in companies and organizations. The 
comparison with the HLEG requirements, the proposed EU 
regulation	on	AI,	and	the	BSI	AIC4	standard	(denoted	as	“other	
documents” for short) in the following leads in particular to the 
following	conclusions:

1.  Clear distinction between organizational 
and product perspective

The interplay between these two perspectives has been elabo-
rated in Section 1.2. Both perspectives need to be addressed 
for achieving trustworthy AI and are often implicitly mixed. 
The analysis in Section 2.3.1 reveals that the AIMS draft is 
much more concise and advanced in formulating organiza-
tional	requirements	than	the	“other	documents”,	in	particular	
regarding accountability and resources. We would recommend 
emphasizing this advantage of the AIMS Draft while making 
clear the more product-oriented issues are set out in detail in 
other upcoming standards of the ISO/IEC working group SC 42.

2.  Coverage of technical dimensions

The detailed analysis carried out in Section 2.3.2 showed 
that almost all the technical requirements set out in detail in 
the	“other	documents”	are	also	addressed	in	the	AIMS	draft.	
Although all relevant dimensions are clearly covered, we would 
recommend checking again whether individual aspects such as 
“uncertainty”,	“detection	of	malicious	inputs”,	and	“record	keep-
ing” should achieve more explicit attention in the AIMS draft

3. Definition of terminology; risk

One	major	approach	followed	and	agreed	by	the	“other	
documents”, as well as the state-of-the-art in trustworthy, AI 
is	commonly	denoted	as	a	“risk-based”	approach.	For	exam-
ple, the proposed EU regulation on AI explicitly requires the 
establishment of a risk management system for high-risk AI 
applications. Here, potential risks emerging from the AI system 
are meant. The AIMS draft also requires and emphasizes risk 

management. It differentiates between risks for the organi-
zation and the potential impact of the AI system. While the 
“other	documents”	subsume	these	two	aspects	under	the	gen-
eral notion of risks, the AIMS Draft requires the undertaking of 
an	AI-specific	impact	assessment	that	addresses	the	same	AI	
issues	denoted	as	“risks”	in	the	“other	documents.”	This	leaves	
the decision open to the company or organization, whether 
the required impact assessment is integrated into existing risk 
management processes or whether it is performed explicitly. 
We recommend mentioning explicitly the relationship between 
“impact	assessment”	as	required	by	the	AIMS	draft	and	the	
“risk	management”	as	required	by	the	“other	documents”.

4. Towards certification

The analysis in Chapter 3 has shown that the AIMS standard 
provides	a	sufficient	level	of	coverage	and	detail	such	that,	
for	example,	regulatory-	and	certification	bodies	can	derive	
practical	certification	schemes	for	the	certification	of	AI	
management systems. However, even if all relevant techni-
cal dimensions a covered, the level of detail that would be 
needed	for	a	product	level	certification	can	and	should	not	
be achieved in a management system standard (see discus-
sion about the Fraunhofer IAIS audit catalog for trustworthy 
AI in Section 3.2).	Regarding	the	certification	of	AI	manage-
ment systems, we recommend actively seeking interaction 
with	regulatory	bodies	or	certification	bodies	to	develop	a	
certification	scheme.

5.  EU requirement to establish a  
“Quality Management System”

The proposed EU regulation on AI explicitly requires that a 
“Quality	Management	System”	should	be	established	for	
high-risk AI applications. Risk management and data gover-
nance over the whole life cycle of an AI application should 
be	integral	parts	of	the	“Quality	Management	System”.	
Our analysis in Chapter 2 shows that EU requirements on 
such	a	“Quality	Management	System”	are	also	addressed	in	
the AIMS draft, although the AIMS draft does not refer to 
“Quality	Management	System”.	We	recommend	seeking	the	
discussion	and	clarification	with	the	regulatory	authorities	
regarding this point.
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6. Broaden the scope of overall goals

The	comparison	of	the	AIMS	draft	with	the	“other	docu-
ments” has revealed a great harmony in the general under-
standing	of	what	the	goals	and	rationales	of	“Trustworthy	
AI”	should	be.	Nevertheless,	ISO/IEC	is	acting	in	a	worldwide	
context,	not	just	limited	to	Europe	or	Germany.	Hence,	it	
may be worthwhile to also consider overall goals that can be 
accepted worldwide, such as the sustainability goals of the 
United	Nations,	when	defining	motivations	and	goals	of	the	
AIMS standard. Similarly, it is to be expected that the Euro-
pean regulation on data protection (GDPR) will have a large 
impact	in	the	context	of	the	upcoming	“enforcement”	of	the	

proposed regulation on AI. A positioning of or reference in 
the AIMS might also have a clarifying effect.

Overall, it is a most reasonable approach to anchor the task of 
ensuring a trustworthy development and use of AI technologies 
in	the	GRC	strategy	of	companies,	as	in	the	fields	of	privacy	and	
security that have already been addressed. The implementation 
of management systems that support and incorporate AI- 
specific	requirements	will	significantly	contribute	to	customers’	
trust and make it easier to achieve compliance over the whole 
life-cycle of AI systems, even in the presence of multiple stake-
holders and complex supply chains. The AIMS draft is a solid 
and valid foundation of such management systems.
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